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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The Palace Block at Stirling Castle is undoubtedly one of the architectural masterpieces in 

Britain. Located adjacent to James IV’s Great Hall (c.1501) and James VI’s Chapel Royal (1594), 

it contributes to an ensemble of outstanding architectural value, displaying some of the most 

impressive details of Scottish pre-modern architecture. Within the compound of Stirling Castle, 

the Palace constitutes the most prominent element and it must be considered as one of the 

earliest examples of Renaissance architecture in Britain1. The construction of Stirling Palace 

began during the reign of James V of Scotland as one of his principal seats. It comprised the 

lodgings and staterooms which were used by the king himself and by his second wife Queen 

Mary of Guise2.  

 

 

Plate 1: The east elevation of Stirling Palace in a drawing by Edward Blore (after 1777). 

 

 

                                                           
1 Dunbar (1991), p. 3. It should be noted that from the 1520s onwards English architecture was in the process of introducing 
Renaissance elements as well. See Summerson (1993), pp. 29-36. 
2 Stirling Palace was erected for James V and his first wife Madeleine, the eldest daughter of King Francois I of France. Mary of 
Guise married James V soon after the untimely death of Madeleine in 1537. For the dynastic and political relations of Scotland 
and its neighbors during the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance, see in particular Murdoch (2000); Marshall (2001) and 
Ritchie (2002). 
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Being famous for its rich French-inspired north-, east-, and south-elevations3, the Palace also 

possessed highly sophisticated timber-features. In particular, the Stirling Heads, a selection of 

richly carved oak-medallions of eminent art-historical significance4, provide evidence of a 

sophisticated design-culture clearly on par with outstanding artistic achievements of 

contemporary Europe. Aspects of such splendours can hardly be seen nowadays5. The use of 

Stirling Castle as the base of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders until 1888 resulted in the 

complete loss of its Renaissance decoration – not only its decorative timber features but also its 

original furniture, tapestries and wall-paintings. This has created a large gap of knowledge, 

and the apparent lack of original evidence renders any attempt to reconstruct the decorative 

timber features an act of mere speculation6. 

 

 
Plates 2 & 3: An example of one of the Stirling Heads and the conjectural reconstruction of the ‘Kings 

Room’ by Edward Blore from the Lacunar Strevelinense (1817). 

 

                                                           
3 For the attribution of Scottish Renaissance architecture to French models, see particularly Bently-Cranch (1986) and Dunbar 
(1991). In discussing Falkland Palace, both authors convincingly argue that the architecture of Falkland received significant 
innovations after James V’s return from France in 1537. Details such as superimposed columns and medallion-heads were 
hardly known in Britain by this time but already en vogue in France – for instance at Fountainbleau, Villers-Cotterêts, Motal and 
Assier. It is likely that James V developed his architectural taste at the court of his father-in-law Francois I of France.    
4 For the art-historical discussion of the Stirling Heads, see RCAHMS (1975) and Shire (1996), pp. 84-96. Importantly, the 
Stirling Heads were not the only carved timber artifacts at Stirling. Medallion panels reportedly had been ‘(…) part of the 
wainscoting in Stirling Castle’. See Richardson (1926), pp. 403-5 and figs. 20-3. 
5 Accounts submitted by Valentine Jenkin in 1628 and 1629 make it possible to acquire an imagination of the painted decoration 
at the first- and top floor levels of the Palace, the Chapel Royal and the Great Hall. See Imrie/Dunbar (1982), pp. 255-7. 
6 This problem necessarily entails the hypothesis that features characteristic of contemporary France, England and the Low 
Lands served as models for architects and patrons of contemporary Scotland. The problematic nature of this approach becomes 
evident when it comes to the discussion of Scottish structural carpentry. The historic roof architecture of Scotland developed a 
strong individuality and owes little to the  evolution of roofs in England and contemporary Europe. For instance, the solid 
barrel vault at James IV’s church at Ladykirk is inconceivable in the contemporary architecture of southern England, France 
and the Low Lands. 
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Most scholars have suggested that the Stirling Heads had been attached to the ceiling of the 

Presence Chamber. This assumption, however, is not based on primary evidence and requires 

further consideration7. There are several unresolved questions concerning the historic timber 

features at Stirling Palace. The unusual layout of the ceiling at the King’s Bed Chamber, for 

instance, raises vexing problems and so does the architecture of the West Range, the roofs and 

the doors8. This essay re-examines these features and analyses them in the context of 

contemporary Scottish building-practice. 

 

                                                           
7 The first pictorial depiction of the Stirling Heads appeared in the Lacunar Strevelinense of 1817. Yet the drawing by Edward 
Blore was produced at a time when the Stirling Heads did not exist in situ anymore, and the artist, therefore, relied on 
secondary evidence. Following the suggestions by William Blackwood and John Murray in the Lacunar Strevelinense, 
Richardson, Dunbar and Hay concluded that the King’s Presence Chamber was the original location of the Stirling Heads. The 
contemporary reports, however, are ambiguous and provide room for interpretation. See for details Macky (1723), Stirling 
(1817), Loveday of Caversham (1890), Richardson (1926), p. 384, RCAHMS (1975), p. 3 and p. 20 and Dunbar (1999), p. 165. 
8 Despite the work of scholars such as John Dunbar, Geoffrey Hay, Geoffrey Stell and Bruce Walker, the timber-architecture of 
medieval and post-medieval Scotland is still not fully investigated. There are only a handful of studies focusing on medieval 
and post-medieval Scottish timber-features and these generally describe structural carpentry. Scholarship on the architecture of 
ceilings and doors looks particularly bleak. Research into painted pre-modern ceilings has only recently received fresh insights, 
and scholarship into historic doors still relies on studies published not later than in the early decades of the previous century. 
Against this background, the Palace Block at Stirling Castle offers an exciting possibility to address uncharted problems of 
Scottish medieval timber-construction. For medieval and post-medieval Scottish roof-carpentry, see particularly Hay (1976); 
Stell (2004); Stell/Baillie (1992); Ruddock (1995); Crone/Grieve/Moore/Peddie (2004); Hanke (2004); idem (2006) and 
Crone/Gallagher (2008). For ceilings, see particularly Apted (1964); idem (1966); Adams (1999) and Bath (2003). For doors, see 
Reid (1881/2), Shiell (1886) and Richardson (1926). For wooden galleries, see Peddie (1883/4); Stell (2004), pp. 22-4 and Walker 
(2006), pp. 46-54. 
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2 ROOF-CARPENTRY AT STIRLING PALACE  
 

2.1 THE SURVIVING ROOF-ARCHITECTURE AT STIRLING PALACE IN ITS WIDER CONTEXT 
 

Stirling Palace is one of the most accomplished buildings of Renaissance Scotland. Thanks to its 

dramatic setting, the visual qualities of its ornate elevations are unparalleled up to the present 

day. The architectural significance of the Palace Block at Stirling Castle therefore owes much to 

the skill of the carvers and the art of fortress design. Spatially, on the other hand, it is a 

relatively straightforward structure. The Palace consists of little more than four oblong, 

relatively narrow, rectangular halls. These compartments are arranged around an open 

courtyard and meet in angles of roughly 90°. The sophisticated architecture of Stirling Palace is 

indeed created by the repetition of a relatively simple element, evoking not only the imagery of 

other prominent Stewart residences, such as Linlithgow Palace and Falkland Palace, but also 

the layout of less prominent examples of Scottish medieval architecture9.  

 

 

Plate 4: The location of Stirling Palace within the 

compound of Stirling Castle (1999). 

 

 

In medieval Europe, the erection of rectangular halls was familiar to any builder responsible for 

the construction of churches, barns and cottages. Provided that they were not too wide, these 

buildings were not very ambitious in terms of roof construction. Their limited size allowed the 

builders to erect the roof structures easily and quickly, and construction required little more 

                                                           
9 MacGibbon and Ross have developed a nomenclature which denotes the domestic architecture of medieval Scotland 
according to the lay-out of the ground plan. For this typological classification, see MacGibbon/Ross (1887-92) and Zeune (1992), 
pp. 20-4. 
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than the arrangement of rafter-couples in sufficiently close spacing. The structural problem to 

be coped with was the safe transference of vertical and horizontal thrust. In Scotland, this 

seldom posed difficulties, since the lateral walls of churches and castles were generally heavy 

enough to provide safe seating for the roof construction. 

 

Scotland’s medieval architects tended to avoid the employment of complicated features such as 

intersecting roofs and hipped arrangements, and normally used the walls of gables or towers in 

order to meet the individual roof-compartments10. The Church of St. Michael’s (Linlithgow), 

erected in the 15th century, shows this technique. Its northern chapel-roofs do not intersect 

with the aisle roof of the nave but form individual entities. The Palace Block at Stirling Castle, 

by contrast, shows a different picture. Its individual roofs constitute a coherent structural 

system and conjunct along straight intersection-lines. This construction indicates that the roofs 

do not belong to the building-operations of the 1540s, but to a period that already had 

experienced the establishment of a more advanced school of roof carpentry11. 

 

 

 
Plate 5: The current roof layout at St. Michael’s 

(Linlithgow, C15). 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                         

 
10 For the discussion of this problem, see MacGibbon/Ross (1896/7), vol. 3, p. 2; Stell (1992), pp. 79-80 and Stell (2004), p. 32. 
There are, however, few exceptions: the layout of the choirs at the churches St. Nicholas (Dalkeith, after 1390) and St. Salvator’s 
(St. Andrews, c.1450) shows that Scottish medieval carpenters possessed the technical knowledge necessary for the erection of 
intersected roofs. Such a feature was erected over Tullibardine Chapel (Perthshire) in the years around 1500. 
11 It is difficult to determine exactly when Scottish wrights adopted the technique to design intersected roofs. It seems to have 
happened in the 16th century by the latest, as testified by buildings such as Northfield House (Prestonpans, c.1590) and 
Newark Castle (c.1597). 
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The surviving roofs of medieval and post-medieval Scotland usually expose double-pitched 

roofs that rise in pitches between 35° and 60°12. Being covered with slates, thatch and stone-

flags, these roofs develop overhanging eaves only in the case of thatched cottages. In all other 

cases, the individual roof-slabs firmly conjunct with lateral and gable walls. Thus they allow 

their wrights to refrain from the employment of additional stiffening devices, such as braces 

and raking struts. 

 

 
Plate 6: The current roof layout 

at Stirling Palace. 

 

The roofs covering the quadrangle of Stirling Palace seamlessly fit into that pattern. Using 

conifers instead of oak13, and being not exposed to view, these roofs convey an entirely 

utilitarian impression. Unlike the famous hammerbeam-roof over the Great Hall at Stirling 

Caste (c.1501), they do not constitute outstanding individual achievements but draw their 

importance from their belonging to a distinctively Scottish strain of roof carpentry14.  

 

 
Plate 7: The typology of roofs at Stirling Palace. 

                                                           
12 See Hanke (2006), p. 55. 
13 Scots Pine was arguably used in Scottish roof construction for the first time at Castle Grant (Speyside, C16). The choice of 
conifer-timbers at Stirling Palace therefore indicates a comparatively late erection date. For Castle Grant and the introduction of 
softwood into Scottish architecture, see Smout/MacDonald/Watson (2005), pp. 84-5. 
14 For the Scottish rafter single roofs, see particularly Ruddock (1995); Crone/Grieve/Moore/Perry (2004) and Hanke (2004 and 
2006). 
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Apart from its purlin-roofed north-western corner, Stirling Palace is covered exclusively by 

plain rafter single roofs. The Palace shows a carpentry similar to that found in other prominent 

Scottish early buildings, such as Alloa Tower (1497 or earlier), Tullibardine Chapel (before 

1452), Culross Palace (late C16), Pinkie House (c.1613), Heriot’s Hospital (c.1680) and Lauder 

Parish Church (1673) – to name just a few15. A commonality of the rafter-single roofs over these 

buildings is the employment of members of (more or less) uniform dimension in identical, 

usually A-shaped, three-hinged frames. Being stiffened transversally by either one or two 

collar-beams, these roofs entirely refrain from the use of principal rafters, purlins and 

diagonally arranged struts. They do not develop any decorative features but, normally, serve as 

immediate substructure for painted ceilings or plaster ceilings16.  

 

Typologically, these roofs are derived from the post-Romanesque rafter single roofs of North 

West Europe, where they had been widely used roughly until the 14th century17. Due to the 

paucity of original evidence, it is difficult to determine to what extent Scotland’s early and high 

medieval wrights adopted this feature as well18. It is evident, however, that rafter single roofs 

were abundantly employed in the architecture of post-medieval Scotland. Dating back at least 

to the late 13th century19, they remained popular until the 19th century20. Thus the surviving 

rafter single roofs over Stirling Palace represent a feature that enjoyed popularity in Scotland 

over a period of more than 600 years. 

 

2.2 A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROOFS AT STIRLING PALACE 
 

In terms of roof-design, Stirling Palace is distinctive in the following two aspects: first, it is 

covered by an entirely unassuming roof-system; and second, it uses this simple feature despite 

the fact that very ornate open roofs existed in Stirling from at least the early 16th century. Both 

the Burgh Church of Holy Rude (Stirling, c.1470-c.1507) and the Great Hall of Stirling Castle 

                                                           
15 For a more detailed list of Scottish rafter single roofs, see Hanke (2006), pp. 162-72. 
16 The open rafter single roofs at Alloa Tower and Tullibardine Chapel are the obvious exceptions. Internal sarking is 
predominant not only in the case of post-medieval rafter single roofs but was also used at the medieval roofs of Guthrie Aisle 
and Bardowie Castle. See Apted (1964), p. 7. 
17 For the roof-architecture of medieval Europe, see particularly Ostendorf (1908); Deneux (1927); Fletcher/Heslop (1969); 
Hewett (1980); Janse (1989); Binding (1991) and Smith (2005). 
18 The use of rafter single roofs in the high-medieval architecture of Scotland is testified only for Glasgow Cathedral. The 
medieval roof at St. Magnus Cathedral, (Kirkwall, Orkney Islands) is not included into this discussion because, by the time of 
its construction, it belonged to Norway and not to Scotland. 
19 Fawcett (2002), p. 243. 
20 For medieval rafter single roofs, see Oldrieve (1915-6); Ruddock (1995) and Crone/Grieve/Moore/Peddie (2004). Examples of 
19th century rafter single roofs can be found at many farm-steadings, for instance at Easter Muirdean Farm (c. 1843) and 
Lindean Mill (pre-1863). For these two buildings, see RCAHMS, A 74636 and RCAHMS, E29507. 
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(c.1501), for instance, possess purlin roofs that could have easily provided examples for the 

roof-carpentry at Stirling Palace21. James V’s carpenters did not choose these models. Given that 

the erection of the Palace assembled some of Scotland’s most prominent craftsmen22, it is likely 

that their reticence was not due to the lack of technical knowledge but happened on purpose. 

The extant rafter single roofs of Stirling Palace therefore represent a careful choice of structure, 

and it can be assumed that the architects deliberately avoided using open purlin roofs such as 

those to be found at Stirling Holy Rude or the Great Hall of Stirling Castle. 

 

  
Plates 8 & 9: The open purling roofs at the Church of Holy Rude 

(c.1470-c.1507), (left), and the Great Hall at Stirling Castle(c.1501).   

 

 The surviving roofs at Stirling Palace date from the post-medieval period, hence from the time 

in which rafter single features were predominant in Scotland. The period around 1540, by 

contrast, did in all probability not yet know the supremacy of common rafter roofs23.  Scottish 

architecture of the 16th century used rafter single roofs, purlin roofs and solid stone roofs 

likewise – sometimes architects even employed different structural systems in the same 

building24. The very fact that a purlin roof covered the Great Hall at Stirling Castle did not 

obviously encourage James V’s craftsmen to adopt this structural system as well. 

 

 

                                                           
21 It needs to be emphasised that the current roof at the Great Hall at Stirling Castle is a replica that dates from 1999. For this 
roof, see Fawcett (2001) and Gomme (2002). 
22 For the craftsmen involved in the erection of Stirling Palace, see Dunbar (1999), pp. 50-2; Glendinning/MacInnes/MacKechnie 
(1996), pp. 17-8 and Fawcett (1994), p. 327.   
23 No comprehensive research into the medieval roof-architecture of the whole of Scotland has been published so far. An 
assessment of early roofs discussed in individual studies, however, indicates that Scottish roof-carpentry was more diverse in 
the 16th century than the 17th century.   
24 The Burgh Church of Holy Rude (Stirling) reportedly possessed a rafter single roof over the choir and an open purlin roof 
over the nave. See Stell (1992), p. 80. 
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 Type 1251 – 1350 1351 – 1450 1451 – 1550 1551 – 1650 

 Massive vaults  OOOOOOOOOOO OOO  

 Rafter single roofs OO OOO OOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOO

OOOOOOOOOOOOO 

 Purlin roofs  O OOOOO OO 

 Flat roofs    O 

 Pyramidal roofs    O 

 
Table 1: The evolution of roof types in South East Scotland until c.1650 (after Hanke [2006])25. 

 

 

Any serious effort to understand the 16th-century roof architecture of Stirling Palace has to 

entail analysis of contemporary documents and, above all, forensic evidence provided by the 

building itself. This attempt to understand the original roof features of Stirling Palace is 

hampered by the following three obstructions. Firstly, the available stock of primary 

documents is incomplete and often of limited value26. Secondly, very few pre-1700 depictions of 

the Palace are known to exist27, and thirdly, the original roof-structure at Stirling Palace has 

been replaced entirely. Thus it is predominately the stonework of gables and lateral walls that 

allows conclusions on the shape, size and pitch of the original roofs. 

 

But even this investigation is not easy because internal lath-and-plaster panelling prevents the 

inspection of the lateral wallheads, meaning that it is only possible to analyse the stonework of 

the crow-stepped gables. The inner surface of these gables is characterised by a fairly ‘rough’ 

treatment, partly exposing rubble and partly covering it with a thin layer of plaster. Neither 

purlin holes nor plaster-lines are visible, and thus nothing is indicative of the use of either 

purlin roofs or solid stone vaults.  

 

                                                           
25 Table 1 refers to early roofs located in the region around the Firth of Forth. Additionally it notes the scissor-braced rafter 
single roofs at the choir and the nave of Glasgow Cathedral which are not recorded in the distribution map. For a full list of 
samples, see Hanke (2006), pp. 150-74. 
26 The most important primary sources employable for research into the building activities of the Scottish Crown are The 
Accounts of the Masters of Work, The Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of Scotland, The Exchequer Rolls of Scotland and the 
Registrum Secreti Sigilli Regum Scotorum. These documents occasionally refer to building activities at Stirling Palace and seldom 
mention more than names of individuals and items of payment. Unfortunately no entries in The Accounts of the Masters of Work, 
the principal source for research into the building activities at the royal residences between 1529 and 1649, exist for the crucial 
period between 1537 and 1542. For a discussion of the available written primary documents, see Dunbar (1999), pp. 49-55. 
27 Timothy Pont, Johannes Vosterman and John Slezer have produced images that show Stirling Palace in its pre-1700 
condition. These thumbnail-sized pictures, however, are not clear enough to understand the detailed appearance of the roofs. 
For Pont, see NLS Pont 32; for Vosterman, see RCAHMS B54465; for Slezer, see Cavers (1993), pp. 23-25. 
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Plate 10: South-East Scottish roofs c.1650. 

 

 

 

Plate 11: The east elevation at Stirling Palace (2006). 

 

The unsophisticated state of the internal gable masonry indicates that the attic was never meant 

to be seen from the principal living rooms at top-floor level, and thus never possessed an open 

roof such as that found at James IV’s adjacent Great Hall. Assuming that the gable-walls were 

entirely erected in the late 1530s28, it is likely that the Palace originally possessed oak29 rafter 

single roofs comparable in size and pitch to those to be seen now. It is impossible to say 

                                                           
28 The external surface of the crow-stepped gables at Stirling Palace is not harled and exposes the structural masonry. It shows, 
according to Kirkdale Archaeology, no obvious construction-breaks. The entire wall seems to have been raised in one stage.. 
29 There seems to have been an ‘(…) aiken ruife of the west quarter (…)’ which reportedly was taken down in 1625. See 
Imrie/Dunbar (1982), p. 182. 
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whether these roofs suspended coffered ceilings, whether their couples possessed one or two 

collar-beams, whether they exposed the specifically Scottish solution at wallhead-level30 and 

how many dormers lighted the attic31. Thus one of the great-unsolved questions at Stirling 

Palace has to be answered in a fairly disappointing way: no primary evidence suggests any 

clearly defined image of the original roof structure. A safe assumption can only refer to what 

did not exist at Stirling Palace. Provided that the gables were not heightened or shortened at 

some later stage, there is no reason to believe that the original roof structure resembled any of 

Scotland’s known pre-1550 purlin-roofs32.  

 

 
Plate 12: The curved wall between room A05 and A06. 

 

Interestingly, Stirling Palace does hardly show any ‘inharmonious’ elements disturbing the 

relation between gable-walls and extant roofs. Judging from the appearance of almost all of the 

features visible in the attic33, it could be concluded that gable-walls and extant roofs at Stirling 

Palace were constructed at the same time.  

 

The only ‘awkward’ elements are an irregularly curved wall at the south-east corner of the 

Palace and a blocked mullion window over the long gallery. Yet it is impossible to say whether 

this south-eastern wall is an intertwined remnant of a replaced building, or indicates a height-

reduction of the extant palace. 

                                                           
30 For a discussion of the typology of Scottish rafter feet, see Ruddock (1995), pp. 296-307. A clear description of the rafter feet at 
Stirling Palace would be very important because it would provide significant evidence on the nature of the original roof 
structure. This effort would require the inspection of its lateral wallheads. 15th and 16th century rafter single roofs, such as that 
over Tullibardine Chapel (Perthshire), show recesses which house the vertical wall posts of common rafter trusses – a device 
that, in case it would be found at Stirling Palace, would establish the nature of its original roof. 
31 Gallagher/Ewart mention a redundant dormer pediment which bears a crown with the initials ‘MR’, an abbreviation that 
possibly stands for Mary of Guise. See Gallagher/Ewart (2006), p. 41. 
32 These are the roofs over the Great Halls at Darnaway Castle (1378), Stirling Castle (c.1501) and Edinburgh Castle (c.1509). The 
gable walls at Linlithgow Palace and Tantallon Castle also provide evidence for the early employment of purlin roofs. For these 
roofs, see Hanke (2006), pp. 86-7 and 89. 
33 This does not apply for the north-eastern part of the roof, where a blocked mullion window proves later re-modelling. 
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Plate 13: The purlin roof in room A01.  

 

Having discussed the suspected nature of the original mid- 16th-century roof in the light of 

available physical evidence, it is now time to analyse the existing roof features in the context of 

Scottish post-medieval carpentry. Here we are confronted with the difficulty to be specific on 

dating issues; something that finds its explanation in the standardised structure of carpentry in 

post-medieval Scotland. Both, the persistent use of rafter single roofs deeply into the 19th 

century34 and the general uniformity of their details – material, joints, assembly marks and 

toolmarks – considerably complicate the interpretation of historic timber roofs.  

 

Since the roofs at Stirling Palace have not yet been examined dendrochronologically35, their 

erection date needs to be assessed on stylistic grounds. While their external appearance is 

homogenised by a consistent cover of slates, they internally expose a diversity that clearly 

points to two, possibly even three, construction stages. The individual roofs at Stirling Palace 

can be classified in two basic categories – rafter single roofs and purlin roofs. Furthermore three 

different types can be distinguished among the first category. 

 

Type 1.1 can be described as an A-shaped rafter-single truss, which secures its joints by 

handmade iron bolts. This roof type covers the south-eastern part of the quadrangle over the 

Queen’s Guard Hall and its eastern wing over the King’s Bed Chamber. The double-collared 

rafter-single truss over the King’s Guard Hall represents type 1.2, whereas type 1.3 can be 

found over the King’s Presence Chamber, the Queen’s Bed Chamber and the Queen’s Presence 

Chamber. The only element that distinguishes these trusses from the trusses of type 1.2 is a 

king strut, which links the upper and the lower collarbeam. An element common to all three 

                                                           
34 The Parish Church of St. Mungo (Penicuick), erected as late as 1771, is a telling example, showing that even modern patrons 
such as John Clerk of Penicuick did not yet opt for a trussed purlin roof. 
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types is an auxiliary structure, which had been installed either in the 18th or early 19th 

century36. Unlike most of the trusses37, this feature is evidential of the rafter feet. Exposing 

wallplates it undoubtedly represents a comparatively late developmental stage of Scottish roof 

carpentry38. Type 1.4 covers the western part of the palace over the West Gallery. It differs 

significantly from the previous trusses insofar it constitutes a lean-to roof rather than double-

pitched roofs such as types 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. Finally, the adjacent purlin-roof represents an 

equally unusual feature, whose erection may have been motivated by the particular spatial 

situation over the West Gallery39.  

 

 
Plate 14: The typology of roofs at Stirling Palace in 2006. 

 

It is important to emphasise that these diversities are confined to the structural composition of 

the trusses, but neither extend to the details of joining nor to the selection of the construction 

materials. The almost exclusive use of commonly sized and commonly jointed conifer-timbers40 

indeed covers up these structural diversities and conveys a strong sense of homogeneity. 

                                                                                                                                                                         
35 The only exception refers to the re-used oak purlins in room A01. See Crone (2005). 
36 The introduction of this structure became necessary in order to accommodate the roofs to a new situation caused by the 
raising of the lateral walls around the Lion’s Den. For the suggested date, see Gallagher/Ewart (2006), p. 79. 
37 It is impossible to inspect the wallhead in sufficient closeness but some rafters allow the observation of their feet. Judging 
from that inspection, it seems that the roofs at Stirling Palace already use wallplates.   
38 Wallplates have widely been used in the medieval architecture of large parts of northern Europe, including England. Yet 
none of the extant medieval Scottish roofs shows original wallplates and it still has to be determined when Scottish carpenters 
started to employ this feature. 
39 Purlins serve to transfer load to principal rafters or crosswalls and thus create bays and wide openings. The wish to link the 
attic over the long gallery to the stair at the north-eastern corner might have been instrumental in the decision to opt for a 
purlin roof.    
40 The only exception refers to the purlin roof above the northern part of the Long Gallery. 
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Therefore it is most likely that the entire quadrangle has been re-roofed in one extensive 

operation41. Minor alterations, such the raising of collarbeams in room A03 and the 

introduction of auxiliary structures around the Lion’s Den, are confined to a limited scale and 

do not constitute principle alterations.  

 

Building 1060 – 1350 1351 – 1400 1401 – 1450 1451 – 1500 1501 – 1566 Source 

Glasgow Cathedral ?     RCAHMS DPM/1900/67/2/4 

Alloa Tower  SF    Ruddock (1995), p. 297 

Ardchattan Priory     H RCAHMS 

AGD/720/2P 

Bardowie Castle     SF RCAHMS 

STD/60/1 

Tullibardine Chapel    SF  Personal inspection 

Guthrie Collegiate Asl.   SF   RCAHMS 

B 42205 P 

Perth St. John    SF  RCAHMS 

IGL W65/5/2 

Stirling Holy Rude    ?  RCAHMS 

STD/149/10 

Stirling Gr. H.     SF RCAHMS 

STO/136/56/P 

Edinburgh Gr. H.     SF Giff./ McWill./ Walker 

(1984), p. 95 

Table 2: Roof assembly at wallhead level in Scotland until c.1566 (after Hanke [2006], p. 92). 

W = Wall-plates, SF = “Scottish rafter foot,” H = Hybrid, and ? = Unknown 

 

Ample documentary evidence suggests that Stirling Palace saw comprehensive building 

operations in the late 16th, the 17th and early 18th centuries42. These activities were motivated 

by two principal reasons: first they occurred in relation to important political gatherings43, and 

secondly they were due to the necessity to adapt Stirling Palace to its new function following 

the transfer of the royal court to London after the Regal Union of 1603. From this period 

onwards, Stirling Palace was used not only as seat of the governor but also as a residence for 

important courtiers44. The latter undoubtedly had an impact on the design and layout of its top 

                                                           
41 It is significant that unusual marks, which take the shape of circular stamps, can be found in all rooms over the Palace, 
suggesting that the material was purchased at the same time. 
42 For building activities during the late 16th century, see Paton (1957), pp. 310-11; for those during the 17th century, see Paton 
(1957), pp. 349-50; Imrie/Dunbar (1982); pp. 25-7, p. 182, NAS E36/34 and NAS E36/37/7. For the activities after 1700, see 
Gallagher/Ewart (2006), pp. 54-101. 
43 Such important events have been the baptism of Prince Henry, which initiated the erection of the Chapel Royal in 1594, and 
the Scotland-visits of James VI and Charles I in 1616 and 1633. 
44 After the transfer of the royal court in 1603, Stirling Palace was used as seat of the governor and it comprised living quarters 
for prominent courtiers. See Paton (1957), pp. 349-50 and Imrie/Dunbar (1982), pp. 256-7. 
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floor apartments, and it is easily imaginable that these functional adjustments subjected the 

roofs at Stirling Palace to significant alterations.  

An account submitted by the painter Valentine Jenkin proves that the painted decoration was 

completed at the top floor of Stirling Palace by March 162945. It would be intriguing to assume 

that Jenkin’s work saw a repaired and sound roof-structure in place, and thus to suggest that 

the suspected re-roofing of Stirling Palace took place before 162946. Yet this assumption is 

marred by the construction details of the extant roofs. The treatment and the dimension of the 

timbers used here do not sit well with the attribution of the current roofs to the early 17th 

century.  

 

Geoffrey D. Hay’s characterisation of Scottish mid- 17th-century rafter single roofs underlines 

this assumption. Hay describes mid- 17th-century roofs as features “(…) in which the apex of 

the roof is half-lapped, the collars are morticed and tenoned and the feet of the rafters are still 

ashlared (…).”47  

 

He mentions wooden pins as a means to secure the joints, and understands assembly marks in 

the form of Roman numerals as being typical for Scottish roofs dating from that period. In 

respect to apex-joints and assembly marks, the rafter single roofs of Stirling Palace fit into that 

scheme. Yet possessing dovetailed collar-beams secured by crude hand-made iron bolts, they 

differ in significant aspects48. Hay indeed attributes the application of dovetailed joints in 

Scotland to the early 18th century49. Albeit this statement must be taken with some caution50, it 

is true that dovetailed joints increasingly appeared in South East Scotland’s roofs in the years 

around 1700, for instance at Lauder Parish Church (1673), Auchindinny House (1707) and 

Burntisland Parish Church (1748, 1822). The roofs of these buildings not only show 

construction details of a kind comparable to those at Stirling Palace, but also use strikingly 

similar materials. Being of rectangular rather than quadrangular dimension, these conifer-

timbers bear tool-marks that demonstrate binary treatment by sawmills and hand-operated 

                                                           
45 Imrie/Dunbar (1982), pp. 255-7. 
46 Gallagher/Ewart argued that there is good reason to assume that the partitions at the top-floor level at Stirling Palace date 
either from this period or have been erected earlier. See Gallagher/Ewart (2006), p. 51. 
47 Hay (1976), p. 31. 
48 Scotland’s late medieval carpenters rarely applied these joints in contemporary roof carpentry. Some of the cross-board-doors 
at Stirling Palace, however, prove the familiarity of Scottish wrights with tension absorbing joints. 
49 Hay (1976), p. 31. 
50 A measured survey of 84 Watergate (Perth) suggests that this feature was used in Scotland already by the early 17th century. 
For 84 Watergate, see RCAHMS, PTD/193/3. Equally problematic is the attribution of iron nails to the years around 1700. 
Wooden pins are indeed a feature predominately used in early and mid-C17 Scottish roofs. Buildings, such as the Black Castle, 
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instruments. Moreover, they show unusual (stamped, cut or gouged) marks, which must not be 

confused with the assembly marks mentioned by Hay. To current knowledge, these 

phenomena are not discernible in Scottish rafter single-roofs datable to the mid- 17th century or 

earlier and thus strongly suggest the attribution of the Stirling roofs to the second half of the 

17th century or later51.  

 

It is an intriguing question whether the purlin roof over the north-western part of Stirling 

Palace also dates from this time. Covering a room, whose interior faces the outside of a blocked 

mullion window, it must be of younger erection date than the window. 

 

Yet it remains an open question whether this relatively minor structure was put up 

contemporaneously with the remaining part of the Palace roofs, or whether it represents a 

separate, either earlier or later, construction stage. This confusion is caused not only by the 

exceptionality of the structural system, but also by the fact that this roof partly employs re-used 

timbers. While the purlins expose redundant mortices – thus proving their previous existence 

as part of a half-timbered wall52, matches the appearance of the rafters perfectly those used in 

the rafter single roofs. The employment of purlin roofs would be highly unusual for Scottish 

architecture in the years around 170053. However, 17th-century Scottish roof carpentry 

evidently knew purlin roofs54. Judging from the material of the rafters, it cannot be ruled out 

that the purlin roof at Stirling Palace was constructed in the years around 1700 as well. 

 

The dovetailed joints and in particular the peculiarities shown by the material are a good 

indication for the earliest likely erection date of the extant roofs, placing them in a line with 

structures erected in Scotland considerably later than by the time of the Regal Union in 1603. 

                                                                                                                                                                         

South Queensferry (1626) and the tollbooth at Musselburgh (c.1590), however, show that iron nails had been used already in 
the early 17th century. 
51 The stable of Halkerston Lodge (Inveresk, c.1640) possesses a roof which evidently was erected in two separate construction 
stages. The younger timbers used in this building show binary treatment, they must have been inserted considerably after 1640 
and seem to signify the usage of partly sawn material in these years. Similar material can be found at other prominent Scottish 
buildings, for instance at Lauder Parish Church (1673), Newbattle Parish Church (1726) or St. Columba, Burntisland (1748, 
1822). The roofs over these buildings also expose marks of a kind ascertainable at Stirling Palace. 
52 The mortices are cut in straight angles. They received tenons which projected in an angle of roughly 90°. and almost certainly 
belonged to a half-timbered wall. 
53 Very few extant medieval and post-medieval Scottish roofs display purlins. Purlin roofs regained their significance in 
Scotland from the early 18th century onwards. The growing use of purlin roofs in the decades that followed the political union 
of Scotland and England has to be seen in the context of the popularisation of trussed roofs. William Adam and his sons 
promoted this development significantly. 
54 For instance, at the Parliament House and the Tron Church in Edinburgh, both of them are prominent buildings that had 
been erected during the 1630s. Yet it has to be noted that the considerable width of both buildings made the employment of 
purlins necessary, there was indeed a compelling structural reason to employ this unusual feature. 
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But these details are of little help when it comes to the problem of establishing the top end of 

this possible period of construction. 

 

 
Plate 15: The typical dove-tailed joint between rafters 

and collarbeams at Stirling Palace. 

 

Rafter single roofs have been used in Scottish architecture for a considerable period of time 

and, in theory, the roofs at Stirling Palace could have been erected anytime between the late 

17th and early 19th centuries. The structure of their king struts, however, makes it possible to 

narrow down the erection date of the extant roofs at Stirling Palace, suggesting an erection date 

of c.1730 by the latest. 

 

 
Plate 16: A rafter showing irregular gouged marks 

and circular stamps. 

 

King-struts and, more frequently, king-posts55 were prominently used in the roof architecture 

of medieval and post-medieval England. In Scotland, by contrast, they hardly enjoyed 

comparable popularity. Albeit king-posts appeared in a number of open purlin roofs, most 

notably in the famous hammerbeam roofs at Darnaway, Edinburgh and Stirling, they never 

                                                           
55 For a discussion of king-posts and king-struts in the architecture of medieval England, see Munby/Sparks/Tatton-Brown 
(1983). 
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featured as part of rafter single roofs56. Their eventual popularisation in the post-medieval 

architecture of Scotland occurred with the introduction of modern, Italianate, trusses, like those 

used in England from the 1620s onwards57. Scottish architecture saw the emergence of this 

feature for the first time some 100 years later as part of the roof construction over William 

Adam’s Glasgow New College Library58.  

 

 

 

Plates 17 & 18: King-posts and king-struts at Glasgow College Library (c.1720) (left) and Stirling Palace. 

 

In order to understand the growing popularity of king-posts in the roof architecture of post-

medieval Britain, it is useful to consider briefly the structural behaviour of trussed roofs. 

Traditionally king-posts connected apex and collar beam and served to exert load to the latter59. 

In Italianate trussed roofs king-posts act as tension-absorbing members, and they were 

introduced in the intention to counteract the deflection of tie- or collar-beams60. The appearance 

of tension-absorbing king-struts in the extant roofs at Stirling Palace therefore suggests an 

awareness of the problem of tie-beam deflection. Yet the roofs at Stirling tackle this problem in 

a rather crude manner, failing to transfer the dead-load of ceilings and collar-beams straight 

                                                           
56 Thus it indicates that the primary function of king-posts was the provision of seating for the purlins rather than the 
transference of load. 
57 Trussed roofs had been introduced into English carpentry by a small circle of modern architects around Inigo Jones and 
Christopher Wren. They first appeared in England in the early decades of the 17th century. For the introduction of trussed 
roofs in England, see Yeomans (1992), p. 37. 
58 Adam (1810?), p. 157. 
59 For a concise discussion of traditional English roof structures, see Yeomans (1992), pp. 12-29. 
60 Plaster ceilings, which were usually attached to collar-or tie-beams, are very prone to cracking. Hence, they require structural 
devices that help to counteract the deflection of the load-bearing sub-structure. For the structural behaviour of trussed roofs, 
see Yeomans (1992), p. 26. 
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into the rafters. Thus, the extant roofs at Stirling Palace are very likely to pre-date the fairly 

mature61 trussed roofs depicted by William Adam in the years around 1720. 

 

Trusses such as those at Stirling Palace are attributable in Scotland to the five decades after 

c.1670. The roofs very clearly reflect the architectural development during the post-1650 history 

of Stirling Palace and in particular testify its use in the periods associated with the 6th Earl of 

Mar and his successors62. It is interesting to observe the documented building activities in the 

years between 1670 and 1730. Entries in the Accounts of the Masters of Works tell about 

significant building operations at Stirling Castle during the late 17th and early 18th centuries63. 

Interesting in particular is a note issued by the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, which 

dates from 20 July 1671, and seeks the advice of Sir William Bruce with regard to significant 

repair work to be undertaken at Stirling Palace64.  

 

 

Plate 19: The cross-section at Stirling Palace (1719). 

 

Although this account does not specify the nature of Bruce’s intervention, it clearly shows that 

the roofs at Stirling Palace had been in urgent need of repair by the early 1670s. 

 

Since the extant roofs at Stirling Palace do not bear any significant marks of repair, it is very 

unlikely that the current structures pre-date the year 1671. Given that the rafter single roofs at 

Stirling Palace show a striking resemblance with roofs to be found at other buildings designed 

by William Bruce65, and given his proven involvement in the remodelling-process at Stirling 

                                                           
61 Adam’s solution shows a hybrid. Employing A-framed trusses, it uses a feature with has a long tradition in Scotland’s roof 
carpentry, but ‘updates’ it with tension-absorbing king-posts and raking struts. 
62 For the post-1603 development of Stirling Castle, see Fawcett (1995), pp. 77-112 and Gallagher/Ewart (2006), pp. 44-101. 
63 Documentary evidence proves important operations after 1671 and as well for the period between 1699 and 1703. See NAS 
E36/31 and NAS E37/33. 
64 NAS GD 29/92. The involvement of William Bruce should not surprise us. In his capacity, as Surveyor General of the King’s 
Works, he was certainly involved in building activities related to crown property. 
65 For instance, at Lauder Parish Church (1673) and Auchindinny House (1702). 
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Palace, it is very reasonable to ask whether he was the author of significant portions of the 

extant roofs as well. Yet whether the king-struts also possibly belong to Bruce needs further 

clarification66. Further fieldwork focusing on carpentry in buildings attributed to William Bruce 

would answer this question. 

 

The extant roofs at Stirling Palace are enigmatic for another reason. Comparing their actual 

appearance to a survey compiled by Thomas Moore in November 1719, we instantly notice the 

difference67. The roof structure drawn by Moore employs struts in a more than curious 

arrangement – if it had ever been erected, it would have been a unique example in the history 

of Scottish rafter single roofs. Is it possible to assume that Moore’s drawing represents a 

working drawing rather than a measured survey? Equally, could it be possible to consider that 

Moore’s wrights chose to create a structure that was more on par with contemporary Scottish 

roof design?  

                                                           
66 Castle Fraser (Aberdeenshire) shows similar struts that had been inserted in the 18th century. I am indebted to Tom 
Addyman for this information. 
67 For Moore, see NLS, MS.1646 Z.02/18a. 
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3 THE CEILINGS OF STIRLING PALACE 
 

3.1 SCOTTISH RENAISSANCE CEILINGS IN THEIR HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
 

Among the British royal residences, the castles and palaces erected for the Stewart dynasty take 

a peculiar position. This is not so much due to their architectural style and structural details68, 

but to the fact that they served their original purpose only for a brief period of time. Having 

been largely deprived of their representational function after the Regal Union of 1603, the royal 

seats at Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Falkland, Dunfermline, Doune and Stirling became to a lesser 

degree subject to continuous modernisation than their English counterparts69. From the 

historians’ point of view, this ‘sidelining’ had very favourable implications because it resulted 

in the keeping of fabric that otherwise either might have been lost or disguised. Scotland’s 

royal palaces expose rough and undressed surfaces, as well as sophisticated details. For this 

reason, they are excellent sources for the study of early Scottish architectural history and 

technology. Their stonework, for instance, is in many aspects an open pattern-book, allowing 

far-reaching insights into manifold aspects of the mason’s craft. 

 

The original appearance of early timberwork, by contrast, is far more difficult to understand. 

Medieval Scotland reportedly possessed an abundance of timber buildings70, but, due to the 

paucity of original timber-surfaces in situ, knowledge on their structural and decorative details 

generally relies on secondary evidence or on the assessment of comparable features in England 

and contemporary Europe. Although the Stewart seats at Edinburgh, Stirling, Linlithgow, 

Falkland, and Dunfermline still possess rich original fabric, they hardly provide an exception to 

this rule.  

 

The Palace Block at Stirling Castle exemplifies this fate of Scotland’s royal residences in a 

typical way. Being perhaps the Stewart stronghold with the most interesting treasure of 

original fabric, it nevertheless provides only fragmentary evidence on its once splendorous 

wooden decoration. At the same time, the Palace exposes timber-details, which, according to 

                                                           
68 The Tudor palaces of contemporary England expressed similar spatial and decorative ideas. For their architectural details, 
see Thurley (1993). 
69 For Stirling Castle, see Gifford/Walker (2002), pp. 664-85; for Edinburgh Castle, see Gifford/McWilliam/Walker (1991), pp. 85-
102; for Holyrood House, see Gifford/McWilliam/Walker (1991), pp. 141-48; for Linlithgow Palace, see McWilliam (1978), pp. 
291-301; for Dunfermline Palace, see Gifford (2000), pp. 184-5 and for Falkland Palace, see Gifford (2000), pp. 212-17. 
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current knowledge, are not paralleled in any of Scotland’s remaining domestic and 

ecclesiastical buildings. Thus the Palace Block at Stirling Castle offers a rare opportunity to 

inspect usually hidden construction-details. Seen with the eyes of a building archaeologist, it is 

even more a valuable primary document then architectural monuments characterised by 

continuous occupancy and modernisation71.  

 

 
Plate 20: Structural stone- and timber-work in the 

King’s Bed Chamber at Stirling Palace (c.1540). 

 

Notably the ceilings at the royal lodgings are a case in point. Their load-bearing sub-structure 

remains visible and they provide valuable insights into usually neglected aspects of ancient 

carpentry. In combination with contemporary and younger woodwork, e.g. the current roofs, 

the doors and the wooden elements in the lodgings at first floor level, these structures add 

important data to the under-researched problem of medieval, post-medieval and early modern 

building-practice in Scotland.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                         
70 There is no significant number of extant medieval and post-medieval timber buildings in contemporary Scotland. For details 
on early Scottish timber architecture, see Peddie (1883/4), pp. 465-76; Hume Brown (1891), p. 84, pp. 81-92; Hay (1976), pp. 28-
39; Stell (1992); idem (2004); StellBaillie (1993) and Smout/MacDonald/Watson (2005), p. 80. 
71 Richard Fawcett has summarised the indispensable value of original fabric when it comes to the problem of understanding 
historic architecture. See Fawcett (1992). 
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Stirling Palace was conceived as the official residence of James V, namely as a building that had 

to combine domestic and representational purposes with the requirements of fortification. 

Within the array of chambers at Stirling Palace, the King’s Bed Chamber took the most 

prominent position, constituting the terminal point of a procession route that led important 

guests through the King’s Guard Hall and the King’s Presence Chamber right into the heart of 

the realm72. Thus the architectural elements of this room – fireplace, hangings, furniture, 

windows, and ceiling – were meant to embody Scottish ambition and had to be designed in an 

appropriate way.  

 

It was expected that the ceilings constructed at the Stewart residences reinforced the notion of 

Stewart rule and, architecturally, expressed the spatial ideas of the time. An adaptable model 

for the ceiling-architecture had already been laid out in Scotland some 20 years earlier. Having 

created a coffered timber ceiling adored with heraldic motifs, Bishop Gavin Dunbar in his 

Cathedral of St. Machar at Aberdeen (c.1520) had first formulated the idea of distinguished 

Scottish Renaissance ceilings73.  

 

Timber ceilings had been by no means a novelty in Scotland74. But St. Machar arguably 

constituted the first Scottish example of a ceiling intended to convey a non-ecclesiastical 

narrative75, an idea that was taken up at a distinguished level by many Scottish patrons 

throughout the 16th and 17th centuries76. Bishop Dunbar thus provided a ‘blueprint’, which 

offered a convenient model for James V’s carpenters, paving a path for a ceiling architecture 

that expressed the flat-roofed private cabinet rather than the vaulted Great Hall, and thus 

significantly contributed to the modernisation of Scottish building culture at the end of the 

Middle Ages77.  

 

The ceiling that covers the Queen’s Bed Chamber at Edinburgh Castle (before 1617) illustrates 

the idea of Scottish Renaissance ceilings in a vivid manner. Heraldic motifs were carefully 

exposed within a frame of moulded ribs and thus effectively emphasised the individuality of 

                                                           
72 For the function of chambers in English Renaissance palaces, see Thurley (1993), pp. 113-61. 
73 For St. Machar’s, Aberdeen, see Geddes/Duguid (1888); McRoberts (1973) and Shire (1996). For a short historiography of early 
painted ceilings in Scotland, see Apted (1966), pp. 1-25 and Bath (2003), pp. 4-6. 
74 Early timber ceilings existed for instance over the choir at Glasgow Cathedral and at Guthrie Aisle in Perthshire. See Thurlby 
(1998), pp. 85-6. 
75 McRoberts (1973), pp. 4-5. 
76 For details, see Apted (1964 and 1966) and Bath (2003). 
77 Shire has pointed to the preference of flat ceilings in the architecture of the late Middle Ages and the early Renaissance. See 
Shire (1996), pp. 64. 
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the room. This treatment contributes to a spirit of grandeur, which was appropriate to the 

social standing of the royal occupant. Emphasis was put on valuable materials and fine 

execution, employing the services of prominent joiners, carvers and painters likewise78.  

  

  
Plates 21 & 22: Coffered ceilings at St. Machar’s (Aberdeen, c.1520) (left), and 

Edinburgh Castle (c.1617). 

 

What the Stewarts required was the design of a structure that allowed the application of 

ornately decorated timber ceilings of superior quality. This strand of Scottish architecture 

arguably reached its peak at Stirling Palace, when James V further developed the idea of 

‘Caesar medallions’79 and incorporated the Stirling Heads in the ceilings of either one or two of 

his private cabinets80. With the exception of Linlithgow Palace, which lost its original ceilings in 

the 18th century, all principal Scottish royal building sites of the early 16th century show 

lavishly decorated coffered ceilings81 and these buildings provide a good reason for the 

assumption that this feature constituted the solution preferred by the Renaissance generation of 

Stewart monarchs and their architectural advisors.  

 

Some scholars have shown that decorated, coffered ceilings had been quite common in the 

palaces and castles of Renaissance Europe, for instance at Hampton Court (London, c.1535) and 

                                                           
78 Thurley offers a sub-chapter on Tudor ceilings in England, which discusses Renaissance ceiling design in its wider context. 
See Thurley (1993), pp. 231-3. 
79 The introduction of carved roundels into Scottish architecture happened at Falkland Palace around 1537. See Dunbar (1991), 
p. 3. 
80 The question of where the Stirling Heads had been located requires further consideration. Macky mentioned in 1723 ‘(…) 
carv’d (…) Heads of the Kings and Queens of Scotland’ in the ‘(…) Roof of the Presence-Chamber (…)’ whereas Loveday of 
Caversham referred in 1732 to two separate rooms. See Macky (1723), pp. 186-7 and Loveday (1890), p. 124. 
81 For instance at Queen Mary’s Room (Edinburgh Castle, 1617?), Queen Mary’s Outer Chamber and Queen Mary’s Bedroom 
(both Holyrood Palace), the Chapel Royal (Falkland Palace) and the Chapel Royal (Stirling Castle). 
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Azay-le-Rideau (Indre-et-Loire), and also in numerous castles, palaces and monasteries of 

Spain and Italy82.  

 

Plate 23: The Stirling Heads in the conjectural reconstruction of the Presence Chamber by G.D. Hay. 

 

Flat, coffered timber-ceilings in Scotland, such as those found at Falkland Palace, Holyrood 

House and Edinburgh Castle, therefore signify notable regional achievements. But despite their 

high architectural quality, they should not yet be considered as unique contributions to the 

evolution of European Renaissance carpentry. This is different in the case of the medallion-

                                                           
82 Thurley (1993), pp. 96-98, p. 110, p. 198-9 and Thurley (2003), pp. 49-50. 
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decorated ceiling at Stirling83, which John Dunbar has called an achievement of “(…) 

outstanding artistic and social interest.84” However, it has to be stressed that Scotland did not 

invent this feature. The idea of ‘Ceasar Heads’ is discernible in the Renaissance architecture of 

Italy85, England86, France87, Poland88 and Spain89. Most probably, Scotland borrowed it from the 

building culture of contemporary France90.  

 

 

 

Plate 24 and 25: Horizontally arranged medallions at Azay-le-Rideau (1518-28) (left), and Wawel Castle (Cracow, 

1531-5). 

 

                                                           
83 The history of medallion-shaped panels ultimately goes back to of the times of the Roman Empire, where, according to 
Bently-Cranch, this motif was known under the term ‘Caesar medallions’. Scotland’s architects employed medallions at 
Falkland Palace for the first time in the years around 1537. See Bently-Cranch (1986), p. 86. 
84 Dunbar (1999), p. 166. 
85 For instance at the Foundling Hospital (Florence, 1427-45) and the Pazzi Chapel (Florence, 1429-c.78). See Fanelli (1980), pp. 
42-3 and 53-62. 
86 For example at Hampton Court Palace (1521), Whitehall Palace (c.1530) and St. James (Westminster c.1540). See for details 
Thurley (1993), p. 54. 
87 Carved roundels can be found at the Hôtel d’Alluye (Blois 1498-1508), Chantilly (Oise 1527- ), Assier (Lot c.1525-35) and the 
Château of Bury (1511-15). See Bentley-Cranch (1986), pp. 86-92 and Dunbar (1991), p. 4. 
88 Carved heads feature prominently in the ceiling of the Ambassadors’ Chamber at Wawel Castle (Cracow). See RCAHMS 
(1975), p. 24. 
89 Medallions can be found in the ceilings of Charles V’s apartments at the Alhambra. See Byne/Stapley (1920), plate XLVI, p. 
185. 
90 See Bently-Cranch (1986) and Dunbar (1991). 
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3.2 THE CONSTRUCTION OF CEILINGS IN RENAISSANCE SCOTLAND  
 

In order to understand how technical requirements influenced the design of Scottish 

Renaissance ceilings, it is necessary to look at their basic construction-principles during the 

16th and early 17th centuries. Comparing the ceiling at Mary Queen of Scots Inner Chamber at 

Holyrood House (Edinburgh, c.1550) with that at Cabayes House at Argentona (Spain), a 

significant structural difference is evident. The ceiling at Argentona placed its decorative 

elements on the top of the load-bearing joists. The ceiling at Holyrood House, by contrast, 

attached the decorative features to the bottom of the joists and thus succeeded to offer an 

unobstructed view on its particular narration91.  

 

 

 

Plate 26 and 27: Holyrood House, Mary Queen of Scots Inner Chamber (Edinburgh, c.1550) (left),  and 

Cabayes House (Argentona). 

 

This construction-principle was applied at Edinburgh Castle, Holyrood House and Falkland 

Palace92. It is obvious that this technique not only offers advantages in terms of readability but 

also enhances the elegance and delicacy of the interior. By avoiding the exposition of heavy 

joists, Mary Queen of Scots’ wright treated walls and ceilings in an equal way and achieved an 

interior that refrained from emphasising stark contrasts between vertical and horizontal room 

elements. Moreover, he gained the liberty to elaborate the ceiling in an effective manner, using 

                                                           
91 The close spacing of joists in so-called board-and-beam ceilings created oblong narrow fields between the beams. For a 
discussion of the resulting inconvenient effect on the design of painted or carved ceilings, see Bath (2003), pp. 6-7. 
92 Apted (1966), pp. 9-10. 
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carefully composed patterns of quadrangular and lozenge-shaped coffers as the principle 

decorative elements. 

 

Yet this advantage was bought at the price of an aggravated construction process. The wrights 

had to work ‘overhead’, using a scaffold as a temporary working-platform93 and had to fix the 

ceiling-panels and their framing ribs from underneath to the load-bearing substructure. It is 

obvious that this process demanded both considerable skills and precision in execution. In 

order to achieve an undistorted decorative surface, it was necessary to ensure that the bottom-

line of the load-bearing elements was laid out as horizontally as possible. In terms of altitude, 

the joists had to be assembled in an extremely careful manner, because it would otherwise have 

been impossible to assemble the moulded ribs in the required immaculacy. 

 

 
Plate 28: Holyrood House, Ceiling at Mary Queen of 

Scots Inner Chamber (Edinburgh, c.1550). 

 

The assemblage of a ceiling such as that over the Inner Chamber at Holyrood House required 

perfect preparation. The wrights had to possess a precise knowledge of the room-geometry 

before they were able to determine the exact size and position of the individual coffers. Thus it 

is likely that the construction of the ceiling happened in two strictly separated stages. First the 

load-bearing substructure was put into position, and subsequently the ceiling was designed in 

detail, using unmovable elements as determinants in order to define the exact geometry of the 

room at ceiling level. It is reasonable to assume that the lines painted to the bottom of the 

beams in the Queen’s Bed Chamber have no other purpose. Presumably these lines had been 

                                                           
93 Apted has linked the employment of scaffolding at Linlithgow Palace to the construction of decorated ceilings. See Apted 
(1966), p. 10. 
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painted after the joists had been assembled, and they served as fixed points of references from 

which the exact shape of the room could be measured94.  

 

 
Plate 29: The painted ceiling at Northfield House, 

Prestonpans (c.1590). 

 

This construction process required highly skilled craftsmen, and this is why Renaissance 

Scotland confined the application of suspended coffered ceilings to a small number of 

outstanding edifices. With the exceptions of Kinneil House, which was erected from the 1540s 

onwards for the Second Earl of Arran, and St. Machar’s Cathedral at Aberdeen, all these 

coffered ceilings can be found in buildings belonging to the Scottish Crown. Decorated timber 

ceilings in lesser Scottish 16th- and 17th-century buildings were constructed in a different 

technique – leaving the joists and the floorboards visible and covering both elements with 

tempera painting. The painted ceiling at Northfield House, erected some 50 years after that at 

Holyrood, provides a good example for the application of this technique. Its decorative layer 

consisted of tongued and grooved deals, which were nailed to the top of the joists95. The 

construction of these boards-on-beam ceilings was easier to achieve and required less initial 

preparation. 

 

Decorated timber ceilings had been used to a great extent throughout Scotland from the 1580s 

onwards96. Significantly, both typical structural systems – suspended coffered ceilings and 

boards-on-beam ceilings – refrain from any particular treatment of the joists. Scottish wrights 

arguably never notched the load-bearing beams horizontally97, and thus never constructed 

ceilings that created a firm structural entity of joists and decorative elements. Handmade iron 

                                                           
94 The wrights probably used triangulation to gain exact knowledge of the room-shape. In a second step, they probably 
designed the ceiling on a special tracing floor in a scale of 1:1, using drawing-techniques developed by medieval master 
masons. For these techniques, see Harvey (1997). 
95 For the construction of painted ceilings in 17th century Scotland, see Apted (1966), pp. 27-8. 
96 For painted timber ceilings in Scottish architecture, see Bath (2003), Apted (1966) and Howard (1996), pp. 86-88. 
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nails were probably the only element that linked the boards to the load-bearing primary 

structures. This signifies a technical solution that must be considered far from being ideal in the 

case of heavy suspended ceilings. 

 

 
Plate 30: The coffered ceiling at the Francois I 

Gallery (Fontainbleau, c.1530). 

 

Ideally, the decorative elements of suspended ceilings consisted of relatively light boards, 

which easily could be nailed to a supporting structure98. This load-bearing core of decorated 

coffered ceilings either consisted of floor-joists, or – alternatively – of a substructure, which in 

itself had to be attached to a supporting primary element. Almost none of the surviving 

decorated ceilings of 16th and 17th-century Scotland uses the latter feature. The vast majority of 

ceilings erected in this period arranges joists in a distance of roughly 0.35 m, and employs these 

load-bearing members for the support of the decorated floor- and ceiling boards99. Thus the 

architecture of Renaissance and post-Renaissance Scotland usually combined the structural 

requirements of floor- and ceiling-construction in a single architectural element and did not 

develop more elaborate features 

 

In the previous chapter it has been pointed out that this technique is inconvenient when it 

comes to the application of heavy coffered ceilings. More suitable is a construction-system that 

                                                                                                                                                                         
97 The only exception in Scotland refers to the construction of two-tiered floors, where the conjuncting joists are notched into 
each other. This system, however, does not apply for ceiling design. I am grateful to Geoffrey Stell for this information. 
98 This is for instance the case at Holyrood House where the ceiling over Mary Queen of Scots Inner Chamber follows this 
construction principle. 
99 Judging by the dimension of beams in ceilings published by Apted, it is justified to suggest an average spacing of roughly 
0.35 m between the lateral joist-faces. 
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was employed in the Francois I Gallery at Fountainebleu (c.1530). This ceiling, which displays 

decorative ceiling features of a style comparable to that used in Mary Queen of Scots Inner 

Chamber at Holyrood House, breaks down the construction process in two clearly separated 

steps and therefore provides a good example for the discussion of double ceiling construction. 

At Fountainbleau, the coffers are not suspended from the bottom of the load-bearing joists, but, 

as at Northfield House, they rest above them. Yet the joists at Fountainebleu are spaced 

considerably wider than those at Northfield House, thus leaving sufficient space for the 

effective presentation of the richly adorned ceiling panels. The spacing of the joists has a second 

important aspect. By dividing the ceiling-area into individual bays of reasonable size, it enables 

the wrights to ‘pre-fabricate’ fairly small ceiling-panels and to drop them on top of the load-

bearing substructure. The advantage is obvious: it is possible to produce the coffers entirely in 

the workshop and thus it is far easier to ensure a high quality of technical execution. Scotland’s 

extant Renaissance architecture knows only one ceiling in which the arrangement of load-

bearing joists offers this possibility. The King’s Bed Chamber at Stirling Palace spaces its 

principal joists in distances of 2.58 m and thus enables the wrights to construct the ceiling in 

two clearly separated stages. 

 

Type 1251 – 1350 1351 – 1450 1451 – 1550 1551 – 1650 

Suspended coffered ceilings   O OOOO 

Mock vaults or coved ceilings O  O OOOOOO 

Boards-on-Beam ceilings    OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOO 

Table 3: The evolution of ceiling types in Scotland until c.1650.100 
 

3.3 THE STIRLING HEADS AND THEIR ATTRIBUTION TO THE CEILING OF THE KING’S 

PRESENCE CHAMBER 
 

Any study on the Renaissance ceilings at Stirling Palace has to discuss the problem of the 

Stirling Heads in the first instance. The Lacunar Strevelinense (1817) was the first systematic 

attempt to do this. Its author not only provided engraved reproductions of the surviving 

Heads, but also a conjectural reconstruction of their original arrangement101. This treatise 

offered a model, which was taken up some 150 years later by John Dunbar in his monographic 

                                                           
100 The ceilings mentioned in Table 3 are compiled from the following books: Apted (1966); Bath (2003); Fawcett (2002). The 
selection is confined to extant ceilings for which dates are suggested by the authors. 
101 Grahame (1817). 
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study on the Stirling Heads102. Re-examining and enriching the information provided by the 

Lacunar Strevelinense, Dunbar combined short notes on the architectural history of Stirling 

Palace with a comprehensive analysis of the Heads. He discussed their iconography, historical 

significance, carvers and possible sources of inspiration exclusively through the prism of art 

history, with the extensive use of primary and secondary literary sources. Yet his The Stirling 

Heads left important technical aspects unconsidered. Dunbar did not link his comprehensive 

analysis of the roundels to an equally sound assessment of the extant ceiling fragments. Thus 

he missed the opportunity to support his conclusion regarding their original location with 

primary evidence provided by the architecture of Stirling Palace itself. 

 

The incorporation of large oak medallions into a horizontally suspended architectural element 

must have posed considerable practical problems to the wrights. Sir James Hamilton of Finnart, 

the Master of Work who was responsible for the supervision of the building operations at 

Stirling Palace between 1538 and 1540103, had to ensure that the ceiling was executed in a 

manner appropriate to the social standing of James V. Hamilton of Finnart and his wrights104 

had to gather sound craftsmanship. They had to attach the medallions safely to the load-

bearing substructure and they had to make sure that these goals were achieved within the 

constraints of a narrow and busy building site.  

 

A major concern of Finnart of Hamilton must have been related to the considerable weight of 

the medallions. The assemblage of coffers with an individual weight of more than 20 kg105 not 

only must have complicated the construction process, but also may have involved a significant 

safety risk. Large chunks of timber could have rained down from a height of almost 6.00 metres 

– this potentially lethal risk to the king and his queen had to be minimised on all account. The 

example of the 16th-century coffered ceilings at Fontainebleau, Argentona, Azay-le-Rideau and 

Cracow implies that their architects were well aware of this danger. These ceilings refrain from 

suspending their decorative elements. Instead, they place them on top of the load-bearing 

joists, thus using a construction-principle that has been applied successfully for many other 

European ceilings dating from the mid- 16th and early 17th centuries106. Given that James V 

                                                           
102 RCAHMS (1975). 
103 Dunbar (1999), p. 50. 
104 Dunbar has suggested John Drummond of Milnab, Robert Robertson and Andrew Mansioun as likely carvers of the Stirling 
Heads. See RCAHMS (1975), p. 25. 
105 Oak medallions with a volume of 0.035 m³ weigh between 32.55 and 44.8 kg. 
106 A large number of prominent Renaissance ceilings in Sweden, France, Norway and Spain show this feature. For details, see 
Apted (1964), figs. 46, 47a, 47b, 48a, 48b, 49a, 49b, 50a, 50b, 55b, 59a, 60a, 60b, 63a, 64b, 65a, 65b, 68a, 68b and Byne/ Stapley 
(1920), figs. 1-4, 6-18, 21, 23, 27, 31, 33-34, 39-43, 45-51, 55. 
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evidently employed craftsmen from France107, it is surprising to learn that many Stewart 

ceilings continued to fix their decorative elements to the bottom of the load-bearing joists. The 

coffered ceilings at Mary Queen of Scot’s Inner Chamber at Holyrood House and the Chapel 

Royal at Falkland Palace are good examples for this tendency. 

It is impossible to offer specific suggestions on the exact layout of James V’s ceilings at Stirling 

Palace. None of the original decorative features is left in situ and, given that the earliest extant 

Stewart ceiling was put in place 16 years after James’ death at Solway Moss, it would be 

hazardous to venture a detailed reconstruction of the ceiling architecture at Stirling Palace. 

However, there are early traveller’s descriptions dating from the 17th and early 18th century108, 

and these documents suggest that the principal floor of the Palace was covered with coffered 

oak ceilings109.  

 

John Dunbar has suggested that the Stirling Heads had been attached to the ceiling of the 

Presence Chamber110. He based his hypothesis on the historical account provided by John 

Macky111, an Englishman, who, in the later years of his life, turned to be a travel writer112. 

Describing Stirling Palace in 1723, Macky celebrated the fine architecture of “(…) one 

Apartment of Six Rooms of State (…) and observed “(…) Carv’d Work, in Wainscot and on the 

Ceiling (…)113.” In this sentence, Macky does not specify the exact location but seems to have 

referred to one of the eastern chambers at the principle floor of Stirling Palace114. He is more 

precise in the following passage where he explicitly points to the Presence Chamber. “And in 

the Roof of the Presence-Chamber, are carv’d the Heads of the Kings and Queens of 

Scotland115.” Macky’s account was corroborated 9 years later by John Lovedale of Caversham, 

who described the apartments at Stirling Palace as “(…) large & handsome, roof’d – most of 

‘em – with Irish Oak, in large sq. Pannels; Two of these Cielings farther set-off with ye well 

                                                           
107 For the craftsmen in the service of James IV and James V, see Dunbar (1999), pp. 215-39. We should assume that French 
craftsmen had a first hand knowledge of modern French construction technology. 
108 Brown (1891), p. 118 and 236; Macky (1723), pp. 187-8; Lovedale (1890), p. 124. 
109 Two 18th century travellers, Macky (1723) and Lovedale of Caversham (1732), used the term Irish Oak in order to describe 
carved timberwork at Stirling Palace. This choice of words may be understood as an indication that the ceilings were not 
painted. See Macky (1723), pp. 187-8 and Lovedale (1732), p. 126. 
110 Dunbar (1999), pp. 165-6. 
111 RCAHMS (1975), p. 20. 
112 Matthew/Harrison (2004), p. 702. 
113 Macky (1723), pp. 187-8. 
114 Macky talks about the “(…) Great Hall of Audience, roof’d at the Top with Irish Oak, like that of Westminster-Hall at 
London (…)” which joins (…) the Royal Apartments aforementioned (…).” The Irish Oak roof doubtlessly refers to the 
hammerbeam roof over the Great Hall at Stirling Castle – a building that is linked by a bridge with the King’s Presence 
Chamber. See Macky (1723), pp. 187-8. 
115 Macky (1723), pp. 187-8. 
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carv’d Busts (in Irish Oak too) of ye Kgs. & Queens of Scotland (…)116.” Since Macky and 

Lovedale have referred to carved anthropological items later scholars have understood their 

remarks as descriptions of the Stirling Heads117. Two travellers, John Taylor and John Ray, who 

visited Stirling Palace in 1618 and 1688, have been less specific about the exact location of the 

items they described. Taylor mentioned rooms “(…) lofty, with carved workes on the seelings 

(…)118”, whereas Ray was speaking of “(…) many very stately rooms both for lodging and 

entertainment, in many of them very good carved wood-work on the roofs119.”  

 

It is significant that, with the exception of John Macky, all these contemporary witnesses used 

the plural when they referred to carved ceilings at Stirling Palace, suggesting that this was a 

consistent design pattern at Stirling. The accounts of Taylor, Ray and Lovedale of Caversham 

are of great art-historical importance. Their analysis shatters John Dunbar’s attribution of the 

Stirling Heads to the Presence Chamber in the very foundation because this documentary 

evidence strongly indicates that more than one carved ceilings existed at Stirling Palace. 

Consequently, the Heads could have been incorporated into any of these structures. 

It is an accepted view among most contemporary scholars that the Stirling Heads had been 

attached to the ceiling of the Presence Chamber120. This hypothesis, however, poses a principle 

question: is it credible that a feature, which Dunbar rightly described as “(…) probably the 

most elaborate of these [Scottish Renaissance] ceilings (…)121” adorned the Presence Chamber? 

Would it not be more logical to grant this honour to the King’s Bed Chamber – to the most 

distinguished individual space within the enclosure of Stirling Palace?  

 

It is helpful to approach this question with a close look on the arrangement of chambers at 

Stirling Palace, and also to consider the decoration and structural details of these rooms. 

Generally speaking, the Palace Block at Stirling Castle betrays a sequence of chambers that 

carefully reflects Scottish Renaissance protocol, developing an architecture that arranges the 

Guard’s Halls, Presence Chambers and Bed Chambers of both king and queen in a strictly 

linear order122. The corpus of the Palace still refrains from emphasising a central axis – early 

                                                           
116 Loveday (1890), p. 124. 
117 Dunbar (1999), pp. 165-6 and Shire (1996), pp. 84-96. 
118 Hume Brown (1891), p. 118. 
119 Ibid., p. 236. 
120 RCAHMS (1975), p. 20; Shire (1996), p. 84; Dunbar (1999), p. 165. There are also a number of web sites in which the King’s 
Presence Chamber is referred to as the original location of the Stirling Heads. See 
www.bbc.co.uk/history/scottishhistory/renaissance/trails_renaissance_stirlingcastle.shtml, accessed 13.10.2006. 
121 Dunbar (1999), p. 165. 
122 Dunbar (1999), pp. 152-3. 
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16th-century Scotland is not yet used to cupola and temple front. The internal arrangement of 

rooms, however, certainly expresses a distinctive hierarchy, reserving the central part of the 

east-wing for the lodgings of the king123.  

 

Symmetry is crucial to this order. At Stirling, James V’s architect considered this principle, 

matching the King’s Guard Hall with the Queen’s Guard Hall, the King’s Presence Chamber 

with the Queen’s Presence Chamber and the King’s Bed Chamber with the Queen’s Bedroom – 

but, significantly, placing the King’s Bed Chamber in the centre. In symmetrical orders “(…) the 

central axis must offer a ‘magnet to the eye’ since it is the only area which, by definition is not 

repeated in the array124.” This sentence by Ernst Gombrich explains why the concept of 

symmetry had such an appealing effect on powerful Renaissance rulers such as James V125.  

This concept of hierarchical order is embodied at Stirling Palace in the exposed location of the 

King’s Bed Chamber and, for this very reason, it should be expected that this room received a 

more elaborate decoration than the King’s Guard Hall and the King’s Presence Chamber. The 

decorative details of fireplaces at Stirling Palace confirm this assumption, showing that the 

most elaborately carved chimneypieces indeed appear in the bed chambers of the king and the 

queen. Of particular note is furthermore that the fireplaces in the King’s Bed Chamber and the 

Queen’s Bed Chamber resemble each other and that this also goes for the decorative details of 

chimneypieces in the two Presence Chambers. 

 

Room Decoration of fireplace Substructure of ceiling Internal position 

West Gallery No fireplace No original joists W 

King’s Guard Hall Plain bases. Eagle capitals  Plainly set joists N 

Queen’s Guard Hall Plain bases. Eagle capitals Plainly set joists S 

King’s Presence Chamber Plain bases. Eagle capitals Alternating joists N 

Queen’s Presence Chamber Plain bases. Eagle capitals Alternating joists S 

King’s Bed Chamber Carved bases. Lion capitals Diagonally set joists E 

Queen’s Bed Chamber Carved bases. Lion capitals Plainly set joists S 

Table 4: Symmetry at Stirling Palace. 
 

                                                           
123 The internal arrangement of rooms at Stirling Palace evokes the layout of a medieval Great Hall, in which the King’s Bed 
Chamber takes the position of the high table, symbolically overlooking and controlling the realm. 
124 Gombrich (1979), p. 126. 
125 For the social standing of early 16th century Scottish kings, see Glendinning/MacInnes/MacKechnie (1995), p. 2. 
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Apart from these decorative details, it is very intriguing to observe the substructure of ceilings 

in the two Presence Chambers. Both rooms show comparable structural features. They employ 

two types of beams that alternate in a rhythm A B A B A B. It is tempting to ask whether this 

similarity corresponds to a comparable treatment of decorative ceiling-elements in both 

chambers. Could it be possible to assume that the similarity of decorative details was not 

confined to the fireplaces, but indeed extended to the architecture of the ceilings as well? The 

similarity of substructures certainly implies this conclusion. If we accept the hypothesis that the 

King’s Presence Chamber comprised the Stirling Heads, it is also necessary to ask whether the 

ceilings of both Presence Chambers have incorporated the Stirling Heads. This point touches on 

the original number of medallions. Current scholarship assumes that originally 56 roundels 

existed – a number, which was suggested by Dunbar because the Presence Chamber is too 

sizeable for a satisfactory accommodation of the recorded 40 roundels126.  

 

However, it shall not be suggested that Stirling Palace saw more than 100 carved medallions 

attached to the ceilings of its Presence Chambers. It is more important to emphasise that the 

attribution of the Stirling Heads to the King’s Presence Chamber still lacks definite evidence. 

John Macky’s account of 1723 can hardly be verified, and the same goes for Edward Blore’s 

conjectural reconstruction of the King’s Presence Chamber127. Having mentioned “(…) carv’d 

(…) Heads of the Kings and Queens of Scotland” it is not even clear whether Macky really 

referred to the Stirling Heads. Stirling Castle evidently possessed carved rectangular oak-

panels, depicting human busts, encircled with laurel wreaths128. Macky could have described 

similar, hitherto unknown, features. 

 

The attribution of the Stirling Heads to any of the extant ceiling substructures requires 

structural evidence provided by the building itself. Most important here is a detailed analysis 

of the load bearing joists – not only those that span the King’s Presence Chamber but also those 

that ran over the remaining chambers of Stirling Palace. The Stirling Heads measure almost 20 

                                                           
126 For the number of currently and previously existing roundels, see RCAHMS (1975), p. 21. It should be noted that none of the 
contemporary witnesses points to the existence of 56 roundels. Furthermore, the attribution to the King’s Presence Chamber is 
debatable as well. Using the term ‘Presence Chamber’ Macky did by no means refer explicitly to the King’s Presence Chamber 
but he could have referred to the Queen’s Presence Chamber as well. 
127 Blore’s drawing shows two peculiarities: first it is entitled ‘Interior of the King’s Room’ and does not explicitly refer to the 
Presence Chamber. Secondly, his depiction of the east wall of the Presence Chamber omits the passage into the Great Hall. 
Hence it is questionable whether Blore sketched the room on site. For details, see Stirling (1817), p. v. 
128 See Richardson (1926), p. 402 and 405, figs 18 and 22. 
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kg per roundel129. Given this considerable weight, it should be asked how the medallions could 

have been attached to their load-bearing substructure. Redundant nails, reasonably sized open 

nail holes, paint and plaster scars are elements that – if they were identifiable at the King’s 

Presence Chamber – would verify that her joists once carried the Stirling Heads. If this was the 

case, they were certainly attached to the underside rather than the top of the load-bearing 

substructure. 

 

  
Plates 31 & 32: The carving and piercing of the Stirling Heads. 

 

Most of the Heads are carved in a typical Renaissance-fashion, showing their portraits in 

profile. Their faces do not look straight at the beholder. In order to experience these figures in 

their full splendours, they need to be seen from an angle – otherwise they evade visual 

interaction130. If the medallions had not been attached to the bottom of the load-bearing 

substructure, they would have been buried in the shadow of the joists, making their elaborate 

carving almost unnoticeable. 

 

Thus, we may conclude that the Heads were fully visible from underneath. Probably they 

entirely concealed the load-bearing substructure, leaving none of the joists visible. Indeed it is 

unlikely that the wrights at Stirling were using a technique that was obviously employed at 

Wawel Castle in Cracow a few years earlier. At Wawel Castle, deep coffers frame the Wawel 

Heads and it seems that these rest on top of the load-bearing substructure. This construction 

was possible because the life-sized busts extended sufficiently deep downwards. At Stirling 

                                                           
129 The specific gravity weight of oak varies between 930 and 1280 kg/m³. Circular items with an average diameter of 0.75 m and 
an average thickness of 0.08 m possess a volume of 0.035 m³ and therefore weigh between 32.55 and 44.8 kg. For the specific 
gravity of timber, see http://susi.e-technik.uni-
ulm.de:8080/Meyers2/seite/werk/Meyers/band/8/seite/0670/meyers_b8_s0670.html, accessed 14.11.2006. 
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Palace, the shallowness of the roundels, differing between 0.05 and 0.08 m, made that solution 

impossible131. In order to ensure that the medallions were fully visible, they had either to be 

exposed in the latitude of the joists or they had to project even further downwards. The 

attribution of the Stirling Heads to the King’s Presence Chamber requires structural proof of 

the possibility of this arrangement. 

 

 
Plate 33: Stirling Palace, the oak-joists at the King’s Bed Chamber and 

the King’s Presence Chamber. 

 

In the King’s Presence Chamber, the decorative ceiling-elements had been attached to a single 

layer of axed oak-beams. Bridging the room over a length of 7.00 m and spaced in a distance of 

0.40 m132, these joists are not set on wallplates but immediately rest on the stones of the lateral 

walls. Their very arrangement indicates that it was not the principal concern of the wrights to 

ensure an even bottom level of the beams – a fact that clearly adds doubt to the assumption that 

a stiff decorative feature was attached to the underside of these joists. It is the level of the 

masonry that determines the altitude of the beams and, consequently, the bottom level of the 

                                                                                                                                                                         
130 For the discussion of visual interaction between the busts and the beholder, see Shire (1996), pp. 95-6. 
131 For the size of the Wawel Heads, see http://info-poland.buffalo.edu/classroom/Bona/Bona.html., accessed 17.10.2006. 
132 Dimensions taken from SPARC specialist, timbers/final/SPARC timbers Jan 04 illus/final version – all rooms on one drg various 
format / SPARC timbers. 
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individual joists differs according to the height of the individual stones133. Typologically, the 

joists appear in two types. Both types of beams are similarly wide, but they markedly differ in 

respect of their vertical scantling. While the beams of type A measure between 0.18 m to 0.28 m 

– thus designed to receive the principle weight of floor and ceiling – are the joists of type B 

distinctively thinner.  

 

These beams reach a height of little more than 0.10 m134 and should be considered as auxiliary 

structures, which were introduced in order to provide further support to the floorboards. Due 

to the alternating arrangement of A- and B-type joists, the load-bearing ceiling substructure 

betrays at its underside compartments of double width, thus providing an intervening space of 

roughly 0.80 m. 

 

 
Plate 34: King’s Presence Chamber, conjectural 

reconstruction of possible ceiling attachments. 

 

The ceiling substructure at the King’s and the Queen’s Presence Chambers is characterised by 

an alternating arrangement of these differently sized joists. Since the diameter of the Stirling 

Heads varies between 0.69 m and 0.81 m135, there is a general possibility that items such as the 

roundels could have extended into the headspace between the joists belonging to type A.  

                                                           
133 Measurements undertaken on site by Thorsten Hanke have shown that the altitude of the individual joists varies 
considerably. For further details, see Appendix 1 (p. 86). 
134 The ceiling was not fully accessible and the author was confined to the inspection of the eastern part of the northern joist. 
Thus it is impossible to provide more specific information on the exact scantling. 
135 I am indebted to Ailsa Murray, Historic Scotland, South Gyle Conservation Centre for this information. 
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Attempting to prove this hypothesis, it is important to pay some attention to the particular 

structure of the Stirling Heads. A considerable number of them are pierced136. These roundels 

must have been attached to a separate layer of oak-boards – otherwise the pierced medallions 

would have exposed the ceiling-substructure in all its inappropriate coarseness to a royal 

setting. 

 

 
Plate 35: The reverse side of one of the 

Stirling Heads. 

 

It should be assumed that the wrights were using this cover of boards in a twofold purpose: 

first, they nailed the roundels to it and thus solved the problem of attaching the medallions to 

their coffers137. Secondly, they used the boards in order to connect the decorative ceiling 

elements to the load-bearing substructure. Further to these activities the wrights had to conceal 

the joists. They had to use them as necessary structural elements but at the same time they had 

to refrain from emphasising their existence. Ideally the wrights would have pre-fabricated the 

decorative ceiling elements before dropping these items from above into their final position. 

This package of roundels and covering boards would rest on supporting timbers, which, in a 

separate step, had already been attached to the load-bearing substructure. 

                                                           
136 This type applies to #1-6, #8-11, #16. It is not clear from Dunbar’s description whether the two lost roundels (#39, #40) had 
been pierced as well. See RCAHMS, pp. 5-19. 
137 Evidence of different types of nail holes is ascertainable at the Stirling Head #1. The holes, which are both square and round 
in section and measure about 0.5 cm, pierce the roundel in the area of the laurel wreath and in one of the figure’s eyes. The 
distance between edge and holes measures in average 75 mm and the distance between the holes measures roughly 190 mm. I 
am indebted to Ailsa Murray, Historic Scotland, South Gyle Conservation Centre, for this information. 
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These supporting secondary beams would have been fixed to the lateral faces of the load-

bearing joists, using the material qualities of mechanical fixtures in the most appropriate 

way138.  

 

Yet this ideal scenario was not put into reality at Stirling Palace. The A-type joists at the King’s 

Presence Chamber do not show any significantly sized nails or nail holes in their lateral faces139, 

and, in conclusion, the decorative ceiling-elements must have been attached to the underside of 

these beams. In practical terms, it would have been a better solution to drop the decorative 

ceiling-elements onto supporting timbers. However, this technique would have suffered from 

the height difference between the underside of the joists and the upper surface of the roundel-

covers, compelling the wrights to encase the visible parts the joists. This construction-system 

would have clumsily emphasised the conjunction between roundels and load-bearing 

substructure; it would have resulted in a crude visual pattern that was unacceptable in a royal 

palace. 

 

Consequently, the structure of the Stirling Heads offered little construction-alternatives to the 

wrights, leaving them with the problem of developing appropriate means of fastening at the 

underside of the joists. This was comparatively easy in the case of relatively thin timber boards 

because these elements were sufficiently flexible to level out any unevenness that resulted from 

imprecise arrangement of the load-bearing substructure. But in the case of the stiff and heavy 

Stirling Heads, the creation of a suitable construction system must have turned out to be more 

complicated. The principal problem was the unfavourable assembling process, which required 

the fixing of the Heads from underneath. Thus it became necessary to finish the rib-

conjunctions in situ, meaning that more than 200 rib-joints had to be finished working overhead 

on a scaffold almost 6 metres over ground.  

 

Further to the problems of accessibility and lacking working comfort, this technique would 

have involved the exclusive reliance on the durability of nails. While it shall be conceded that it 

is not impossible to nail an item with a weight of around 30 kg to the bottom of an oak beam140, 

a feeling of uneasiness remains. The wellbeing of Scotland’s kings and queens and their 

                                                           
138 Iron nails are most prone to failure when they have to resist tension. I am indebted to Professor Remo Pedreschi for this 
information. 
139 Kirkdale Archaeology, SPARC: Notes on Stirling Palace floor/ceiling timbers with colour-coded plans; 28 January 2004, p. 3. 
140 This is possible provided that the nails are driven into solid oak. I am indebted to Professor Remo Pedreschi for this 
information. 
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prominent guests would have depended on the quality of nails driven into more or less solid 

chunks of timber. Thus it becomes evident that the joists at the King’s Presence Chamber do not 

offer the ideal conditions for the attachment of delicate and heavy decorative fitments. 

However, there can be no doubt that the ceiling at the King’s Presence Chamber could have 

incorporated the Stirling Heads. But there exists indeed a fundamental contradiction between 

the possibilities offered by the joist arrangement and the requirements resulting from the 

particular structure of the Stirling Heads. The alternating pattern of A- and B-type joists fails to 

offer any technical advantages because the Stirling Heads need to eject below the bottom 

altitude of the load-bearing substructure. The potential coffering space, which, it has to be 

assumed, was deliberately created141, cannot be used effectively. It remains empty, meaning 

that the B-type joists would not contribute to the safe suspension of the ceiling. 

 

The joists of the King’s Presence Chamber expose both nail holes and redundant nails142. Yet 

whether these fixings could have tied the Stirling Heads to their load-bearing substructure is 

another question143. Further research should focus on the question whether these nails possess 

the ability to hold decorative elements of the size and weight of the Stirling Heads.  

The attribution of the Stirling Heads to the ceiling of the King’s Presence Chamber is not 

credible without further confirmation that these nailholes not just stem form ‘plenschour-nails’ 

with a shaft diameter of about 0.2 or 0.3 cm144. A regular pattern of reasonably sized nails has to 

be ascertainable145. Otherwise, it should be concluded that the joists over the King’s Presence 

Chamber were not serving as the load-bearing substructure of the Stirling Heads. 

 

3.4 THE CEILING IN THE KING’S BED CHAMBER 
 

The assumption that the King’s Presence Chamber might not have been adorned with the 

Stirling Heads involves a fundamental problem, demanding for an alternative location. Could 

it, then, be possible to assume that the King’s Bed Chamber was the original home to the carved 

medallions? It has been pointed out in the previous chapter that the attribution of the Heads to 

                                                           
141 Otherwise it would not appear in the Queen’s Presence Chamber as well. 
142 Kirkdale Archaeology, SPARC: Notes on Stirling Palace floor/ceiling timbers with colour-coded plans; 28 January 2004, p. 3. 
143 This question cannot be answered without further fieldwork on site. The ceiling-substructure over the King’s Presence 
Chamber is currently not fully accessible. If a scaffold would be provided it would be possible to pay particular attention to the 
extant nails and nail holes. 
144 There are various records showing that plenschour nails have been used in Scotland in order to fix the laths’ of lath and 
plaster ceilings to the underside of joists. For further details, see Aitken/Stevenson/Templeton (1983), p. 574 and 577. The Type-
A joists at Stirling Palace occasionally show nail holes possessing a diameter typical for plenschour nails. 
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the King’s Presence Chamber is not fully convincing for structural and iconographical reasons. 

Apart from these grounds, a number of interesting details indicate that the ceiling of the King’s 

Bed Chamber is the more logical possible location for the Stirling Heads. The following notes 

will discuss these arguments and, in particular, link the puzzling arrangement of joists over the 

King’s Bed Chamber to the problem of assembling heavy decorative elements such as the 

Stirling Heads. 

 

Stirling Palace is a straightforward building but it shows two significant inconsistencies. First, 

the trapezoidal western wall of the east-range blends stonework that dates from different 

construction-stages146. Second, the construction of the ceiling at the King’s Bed Chamber is 

highly unusual, comprising ‘diamond-shaped’ principal joists, which carry a layer of secondary 

timbers. This element can be described as a grid, in which 6 of its 16 rectangular compartments 

are filled with diagonally arranged struts. This sandwich is covered by a third layer of joists, 

which forms the upper level of the package.  

 

 

 
Plates 36 & 37: The diamond-shaped joists at the King’s Bed Chamber (Stirling Palace) and 

at the Consulado at Palma de Mallorca. 

 

Such a layout has not been encountered in any other building of late medieval or Renaissance 

Scotland. Yet the diamond-shaped joists at the King’s Bed Chamber evoke the image of those 

used in the Renaissance architecture of Spain. The apartment of Charles V at the Alhambra, 

erected in the 16th century, is covered with a coffered ceiling whose ribs are set on their edges 

                                                                                                                                                                         
145 The medallions were fixed with nails that possessed a shaft-diameter of about 0.5 cm. Similarly sized nails or nail-holes need 
be found at the underside of the joists. 
146 See Kirkdale Archaeology, Principal Level Plan, 2006. 
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and similar features can be found over the Episcopal Palace de Henares (1535-) and the 

Consulado at Palma de Mallorca (mid-C16)147. Thus, at least in Spain148, Renaissance craftsmen 

were adopting this construction principle, and one is tempted to ask what advantages 

encouraged them to use these structural solutions.  

 

 
Plate 38: The ceiling layout at the King’s Bed Chamber and the King’s Presence Chamber. 

 

To answer this question, we should turn again to Stirling Palace and the ceiling at the King’s 

Bed Chamber. While the interpretation of the top-layer is unproblematic – a regular 

arrangement of conifer-joists in a spacing of roughly 0.40 m, thus the application of traditional 

Scottish floor construction149, the remaining part of the ceiling raises a sequence of vexing 

questions. Why are the principal joists set on their edges rather than on their bottom? Why are 

they spaced in the extraordinary wide distance of approx. 2.50 m? What is the function of the 

                                                           
147 Byne/Stapley (1920), pp. 174, 178, 190, 202; figs. XLIV, XLVI, XLVIII, LI. 
148 It would be tempting to extend the study of Renaissance ceilings to other Middle European countries. The absence of 
published images showing ‘diamond-shaped’ beams  does not necessarily mean that beams set on their edges did not occur in 
the architecture of other European regions. Rather could it be a reflection of the scarcity of research undertaken so far. 
149 See for instance the boards-on-beams ceiling at Northfield House where the distance between the joists extends to 0.35 m. 
Ceilings at Rossend Castle, Prestongrange and Crathes show a similar arrangement of joists. For measured drawings of these 
structures, see Apted (1966), pp. 39, 43, 45, 66. 
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rectangular compartments on top of the principal joists? What is the purpose of the diagonal 

struts and why is only a part of the compartments filled with these elements?  

 

It has already been mentioned that the top-layer of the Bed Chamber-ceiling exposes a formal 

layout that differs from the rest of the ceiling. It is relevant that both principal joists and grid 

had been constructed of oak, while the top-layer was made of softwood. Thus not only the 

construction-technique but also the material chosen indicates that this layer owes its existence 

to a separate construction stage, which should be understood to have been happened 

significantly later than in the 1530s. Creating the substructure to the extant floorboards at first 

floor level, these timbers are part of building operations that happened in the late 19th 

century150.  

 

By contrast, both the diamond-shaped principal joists and the timbers belonging to the second 

layer have been dated dendrochronologically to the early 16th century and thus testify building 

operations under either James V or James IV151.  However, it is by no means certain how the 

principal joists and the ‘grid’ relate to each other. Being composed of re-used timbers152, it is 

evident that the early 16th-century dating of the grid cannot confirm the erection date of the 

ceiling. The grid now appears as part of the ceiling and thus signifies that it had been put in 

place later than in the early 16th century.  

 

Whether this happened around 1540 or at a later stage cannot be determined, because the 

principal joists were already in place when the grid was introduced. Possibly this occurred very 

shortly after the principal joists had been inserted into the lateral walls; but, in theory, it is also 

possible that the grid was introduced considerably later. Indeed, any juncture between c.1540 

and the exact erection-date of the chimneystack forms a credible possibility153. 

 

But why has the Bed Chamber-ceiling been laid out in such an unusual manner, employing 

joists put on their edges? And why is it combined with a set of diagonally arranged struts that 

                                                           
150 See SPARC specialist, timbers/final/SPARC timbers Jan 04 illus/final version – all rooms on one drg various format / SPARC 
timbers and SPARC specialist, timbers/final/Sparc floor timbers Jan04. 
151 Crone (2006), p. 5. 
152 A large amount of beams shows redundant mortices. 
153 Tentatively it can be said that the construction details of the grid suggest that grid and principal joists were introduced in 
separate stages. The grid is composed of re-used timbers, which are joined together in a relatively coarse manner. The obvious 
absence of structural joints thus may indicate a later amendment rather than an initially conceived building measure. It is 
worth keeping in mind that the purlin-roof in room A01 – datable in all probability to the late 17th century – also employs re-
used material from the early 16th century. For the dating of these purlins, see Crone (2005). 
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are devoid of any obvious purpose? At this stage, it is useful to recall a fairly simple truth, and 

to emphasise that architecture is always generated by a combination of aesthetic, functional 

and structural considerations. An architectural element, such as a roof, a ceiling and a door, is a 

unit in which each member performs a different function. It is important to keep this point in 

mind, and to understand that the Bed Chamber ceiling of nowadays is not the ceiling as it was 

experienced by King James V, but just its load-bearing part. We are looking at an item, which 

originally had been concealed by the decorative layers of floor and ceiling, and, consequently, it 

is of very limited value to interpret this feature predominantly in decorative terms. Rather, 

should it be understood as a structural element that had been particularly tailored for the 

application of suitable decorative features in the most reasonable, most economic and most 

logical manner. 

 

There is a reason behind the puzzling setting of the joists at Stirling Palace, and the following 

notes will serve to reveal their purpose. In addition, they will show that careful consideration 

also applied to the introduction of the diagonally arranged struts. Both features indeed serve a 

clearly defined function, and it is highly likely that the shape and arrangement of both 

elements was indeed motivated by the construction process rather than by formal 

considerations. 

 

  
Plates 39 & 40: A model of the extant ceiling at the King’s Bed Chamber. 

 

In order to understand their purpose, we need to review the custom of ceiling design in 

Renaissance Scotland. This study has shown in chapter 3.2 that Scottish wrights placed 

decorative elements either on top of the load-bearing beams or nailed them to their underside. 

Significantly, both systems refrain from any particular treatment of the joists. With very few 
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exceptions154, Scottish wrights never notched their joists and thus never constructed ceilings 

that created a structural entity of joists and decorative elements. Nails were the element that 

linked the boards to the load-bearing primary structures. In consequence, the decorative 

features ideally consisted of relatively light painted boards, which, in the case of important 

buildings, were elaborated with moulded profiles. This element also had a structural meaning, 

because it concealed the conjunction of the boards. This construction principle was unsuitable, 

when it came to the application of thick and heavy decorative elements due to the difficulty of 

attaching them from underneath.   

The layout of the ceiling at the King’s Bed Chamber enabled the wrights to cope with this 

problem. Its diamond-shaped joists divide the room in four 2.60 m wide compartments, thus 

multiplying the width of decorative elements in a sensible manner. These joists are linked by 

struts, which are set at a distance of roughly 1.30 m. Thus the combination of joists and struts 

creates a frame that certainly was concealed with a suitable decorative element. Owing to the 

sloping surfaces of the load-bearing joists, this ceiling made it possible not only to apply safely 

thick and heavy decorative features, but combine this advantage with an unproblematic 

assembling process.  

 

 

 

Plates 41 & 42: Sloping joints at Stirling Palace (door, c.1538) (left), and St. Giles Cathedral (Edinburgh, 1455).  

 

The coffered elements could easily be dropped from above between the sloping upper surfaces 

of the diamond shaped joists. European craftsmen have been employing the underlying 

                                                           
154 Stell has referred to the double-tiered floors of some Scottish tower houses, where the notched main joists receive short 
transverse joists. This notching, however, does not create an entity between joists and decorative elements. For further details 
on this technique, see Stell (1992), pp. 76-7. 
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construction-principle for hundreds of years, for instance in the design of vaults and in the 

dove-tailed joints of medieval timber construction. Given this long tradition, it is unconceivable 

that the builders of Stirling Palace did not understand the potential of sloping surfaces for the 

neutralisation of forces resulting from thrust and gravity. In fact, Scotland’s builders were 

employing similar techniques in the construction of a niche in the Preston Aisle at St. Giles 

Cathedral (1455)155 and, more relevant for this discussion, at Stirling Palace itself, where the 

wrights used dove-tailed joints in the construction of the doors. 

 

It is intriguing to ask whether the same wrights also created the ceiling at the King’s Bed 

Chamber156. In terms of structure, this ceiling followed the model offered by the springers used 

in the niche at St. Giles, providing safe seating for a heavy load pushing from above. It is 

therefore obvious that the decision to assemble the joists on their edges rather than on their 

bottom offered huge structural advantages. Providing a coffering-space of 0.17 m, it 

furthermore allowed the application of deep decorative panels such as the Stirling Heads. Most 

importantly, the diamond-shape of the joists enabled the wrights to produce these elements in 

advance and to assemble them in safe and comfortable working positions, thus ensuring 

uppermost accuracy of execution.  

 

 
Plate 43: Structural details of the ceiling at 

the King’s Bed Chamber. 

 

The employment of diamond-shaped joists is a sensible solution not only for the above 

mentioned reasons. The joists also provide sufficiently deep coffering space without hampering 

the full visibility of the decorative panels – a point that is due to their wide spacing of 2.60 m. In 

this respect, their construction resembles that of the Francois I Gallery at Fountainbleau (c.1530, 

Plate 30). The ceiling at the King’s Bed Chamber is indeed the only known Scottish Renaissance 

                                                           
155 Gifford/McWilliam/Walker (1984), p. 103. 
156 Both items date from the same time. See Crone (2006), p. 5. 
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ceiling that is based on the principle of double construction, and for this reason it should be 

regarded as the most logical possible location for heavy panels such as the Stirling Heads.  

 

Having explained the structural motivation for the diamond-shape of the load-bearing beams, 

it is now time to ask how the grid laid on top of them fits into this construction system. Unlike 

the principal joists, which support the coffered elements, this feature was introduced in order 

to carry the floorboards. Its function is the subdivision of the 7.00 m deep bays, breaking them 

down into four more or less equally sized rectangular compartments with a length of 2.60 m 

and a width of 1.35 m. But what is the purpose of the diagonally arranged struts? And why do 

only some of the grid-compartments expose struts arranged in this peculiar manner?  

 

 
Plate 44: The isometric depiction of an overlapping joint. 

 

In general, sloping struts provide triangulation and, historically, they have always been used in 

order to enhance the rigidity of half-timbered structures. Observing that one strut joints a 

principal joist within the chimney-wall, it would be tempting to read this triangulated ceiling 

package as a ‘horizontal wall’, arguing that its additional stiffening was necessitated by a 

belated erection of the wall facing the Lion’s Den157.  

 

 
Plate 45: The arrangement of diagonal struts 

                                                           
157 The west wall of the King’s Bed Chamber blends material that dates from different construction stages. See Kirkdale 
Archaeology, Stirling Castle Phase IV – Palace, Principal Level Plan, 2006. 
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at the King’s Bed Chamber. 

 

It could then be argued that the ceiling-package served as a temporary working platform for a 

limited period of time, in which the ceiling was not fully supported by adjacent walls. Yet the 

details of carpentry rule out this possibility. Exposing hand-made iron nails with a head-

diameter of about 1.5 cm, the individual members of the grid are assembled in an extremely 

crude manner. They are neither morticed and tenoned nor lap-dovetailed and hence fail to 

create a firm structural entity among the meeting members. The diagonally arranged struts do 

not counteract any thrust resulting from horizontal movement and it has to be acknowledged 

that they serve a different purpose.  

 

The diagonal struts further subdivide the rectangular compartments and provide additional 

support to the floorboards. It should be assumed that this is indeed their only function. Two 

observations justify this conclusion: first it is intriguing to note their large number. Four struts, 

two of them should project into opposite directions, would have served the purpose of 

stiffening perfectly. It was not necessary to introduce six struts. And secondly, it is interesting 

to consider their arrangement within the grid. Remarkably, the struts do not project into the 

corners of the rectangular compartments but meet their opposite members some 0.30 m off the 

intersection. This very arrangement not only reduces the width of the compartments to a 

reasonable length158 but also provides ‘hammering-space’, enabling the wrights to assemble the 

grid in a crude yet timesaving manner. It would have been impossible to nail the struts, if they 

were extending into the corners, and it was for the same reason that they had not been set in a 

straight angle.  

 

 

                                                           
158 The maximum length amounts to 1.85 m at the hard edges of the rectangular compartments as can be measured from a plan 
drawn by I. Maxwell. For the exact dimensions, see Ancient Monuments Branch, Department of the Environment, Survey Plan 
1, King’s Bed Chamber, Ceiling Timbers, 11.3.72. 
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Plate 46: The conjunction of diamond-shaped joist and 

grid-timbers in the King’s Bed Chamber.  

 

The arrangement of the struts in a 90° degree would have compelled the wrights to create a 

fairly complicated conjunction - either they had to use an overlapping joint or, alternatively, 

mortice and tenon. It was easier, quicker and cheaper to nail the struts and this consideration 

encouraged the wrights to arrange them in a 45° degree. Since the ceiling was concealed from 

below, it was irrelevant that their arrangement did not follow any aesthetically motivated 

principle, and it was equally unimportant that they were produced of re-used timber. Yet the 

irregular arrangement of struts within the grid remains puzzling and seems to contradict the 

notion that their principal purpose was the provision of floor support. If this were the case one 

would expect struts in all of the compartments. Inspection on site, however, has produced 

evidence for previously existing struts in at last two further rectangles159. Thus more than the 

present six compartments were filled with struts and it is tempting to assume that the 

remaining eight compartments originally comprised diagonally arranged members as well160.  

 

 
Plate 47: A redundant pre-industrial nail in one of the 

diamond-shaped joists. 

 

The grid should not be seen as a temporary structure introduced in the intention to stabilise the 

ceiling while the west-wall of the King’s Bed Chamber was under construction. It exclusively 

received vertical load resulting from the weight of the floorboards. The conjunction of principal 

joist, strut and chimney wall, however, proves that the latter was raised after both principal 

joists and grid had been inserted – an assessment that goes well with the result of the 

                                                           
159 Redundant nails and nail holes are ascertainable in at least two of the rectangular-set timbers. 
160 Not all of the beams are accessible and it is not possible to confirm this hypothesis. 
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archaeological investigation, which sees the chimney as separated from the west-wall of the 

King’s Bed Chamber161.  

 

Having been constructed of modestly dimensioned oak beams with an average size of 0.10 by 

0.12 m, the grid must be considered as an important historical document in its own right. 

Several members show assembly marks, mortice-holes and redundant wooden pegs. It can be 

assumed that the structure formerly belonged to a half-timbered wall162, which supposedly was 

dismantled when the Palace was under construction.  

 

 
Plate 48: The scar ascertainable at the wall underneath 

the joist. 

 

The felling-date of the grid-timber predates the mid- 16th-century building-campaigns at 

Stirling Palace; it exactly matches the early 16th-century dates established for the principal 

joists163. Thus both grid and principal joists not only constitute one of the few extant primary 

sources on early Scottish carpentry164, but also raise important questions relating to the 

construction sequence at Stirling Palace. The ceiling at the King’s Bed Chamber is enigmatic 

because its erection obviously involved the employment of timber whose production 

significantly preceded the documented commencement of building activities in 1537165. Two 

scenarios provide plausible explanations for this phenomenon: first, it is imaginable that the 

                                                           
161 See Kirkdale Archaeology, Stirling Castle Phase IV – Palace, Principal Level Plan, 2006. 
162 Interestingly some of the timbers show mortices that appear in a very close spacing. These holes must have received struts 
that projected in an angle of roughly 45°. Thus it can be ruled out that the structure under consideration belongs to a 
dismantled roof truss. 
163 Crone (2006), pp. 3-4. 
164 This remnant of a former building offers a rare glimpse into the lost timber architecture of Scotland and should be subjected 
to a detailed investigation. Scotland reportedly knew an abundance of half-timbered buildings, so for instance the demolished 
houses at 84 Watergate, Perth and the Lawnmarket, Edinburgh. For these post-medieval buildings, see Stell (1992), pp. 75-80 
and Peddie (1883-4), pp. 465-7. For a typical example of 15th century Scottish roof construction, see Ruddock (1995) and 
Crone/Grieve/Moore/Perry (2004). 
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entire ceiling-package was constructed in the late 1530s166, using timber that was produced in 

the years around 1500. In this case, the load-bearing substructure over the King’s Bed Chamber 

would be contemporary with the Palace doors, the joists over the King’s Presence Chamber and 

the Stirling Heads167. Or, as an alternative explanation, the King’s Bed Chamber is a remodelled 

part of an older building, which saw the ceiling joists already in place. The available evidence is 

too scant in order to prove any of these two possibilities. The redundant wooden pegs in some 

of the grid-timbers, however, show that the half-timbered wall was fully assembled before it 

was re-used as part of the ceiling construction. 

 

This detail could be regarded as an indication that the ceiling over the King’s Bed Chamber was 

put in place around 1538168. Following this reasoning, the wrights were employing re-used 

material in the construction of the load-bearing substructure, and work was completed before 

the chimneystack was raised. Subsequent action saw the decorative panels put in place and 

finally the concealment of the construction joints with neatly finished strips such as moulded 

ribs. These strips were nailed or pegged. We therefore need to find either redundant nails or 

nail holes in order to understand the original layout of the completed ceiling. 

 

 

 

Plates 49 & 50: The position of nail holes and scar in the King’s Bed Chamber (left), and a conjectural reconstruction of 

the original ceiling arrangement. 

 

A site-inspection of the accessible beams has revealed several traces of previous building 

activities169. Most intriguing among them is a regular nail pattern in the bottom part of the 

                                                                                                                                                                         
165 Dunbar (1999), p. 50. 
166 For the dendrochronological assessment of this timber, see Crone (2005), pp. 5-9. 
167 Crone (2006), pp. 5 and 7-10. 
168 It is hardly imaginable that the timber was cut in c.1500 and kept on store untouched for a period of almost 40 years. It is 
more likely that it was used in a half-timbered building which was pulled down in the late 1530s. Moreover the timber shows 
assembly marks and redundant pegs, indicating that it was fully assembled before it was used in the ceiling at Stirling Palace. 
169 Inspected by G. Ewart, D. Gallagher, T. Hanke and G. Stell on 22.8.2006 at Stirling Palace. 
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diamond-shaped joists, showing nail holes that appear in distances of approximately 0.5 m. 

Handmade iron nails with a shaft-diameter of about 0.05 cm occasionally stick out. This 

suggests that either boards or strips were nailed to the sloping faces of these joists. Similar nail 

holes are ascertainable in the very bottom of the beams, showing that the bottom-part of the 

joists was entirely encased. Given the pre-industrial nature of the nails, it may be assumed that 

they are remnants of the original mid- 16th-century ceiling.  

 

If this were the case, it is likely that these fixings refer to secondary timbers, which either had 

the function of concealing the principal joists or acted as a support to the decorated elements. 

Thus the altitude of the nail holes provides a clue on the bottom-height of the decorated coffers, 

and we should assume them approximately 2.0 cm above the holes. Interestingly, the walls 

enclosing the King’s Bed Chamber expose a scar, which runs some 8.0 cm below the bottom 

edge of the principal joists. This scar possibly defines the original bottom altitude of the 

moulded ribs and thus the lowest point of the original ceiling. Assuming this, the ceiling would 

have floated with its underside 8.0 cm above the vertex of the window arches. At its upper side, 

it would have been covered with floorboards that were running lengthwise, using both 

principal joist and diagonally arranged struts as convenient fixing points170.  

 

It can be safely assumed that the load-bearing substructure of this ceiling received only 

inconsiderable vertical thrust171. The butt ends of the principal joists confirm this, showing that 

the wrights did not hesitate to cut them back to a fairly small quadrangular tenon. Their 

wrights obviously did not expect them to receive significant vertical load, and presumably the 

joists were carrying merely their own weight. The construction of the ceiling over the King’s 

Bed Chamber may therefore be taken as an indication that mid- 16th-century Stirling Palace did 

hardly use its upper floors, at least not prominently172. The completion of the second floor 

apartments obviously occurred a few decades later.  

 

                                                           
170 The floorboards must have run lengthwise. Otherwise the diagonal bracing of the rectangular grid-compartments would not 
make sense. 
171 The mid- 16th century layout of Stirling Palace does not provide structural evidence for a staircase leading to the rooms 
above the principal floor. The existing stair is not contemporary but was introduced in a second step in the late 16th or early 
17th century. See Kirkdale Archaeology, Principal Level Plan, 2006. 
172 Documentary evidence suggests the existence of dormer windows, showing that the attic received daylight. See 
Gifford/Walker (2002), p. 680. 
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Albeit these construction activities are somehow vaguely documented, they seem to have been 

related to the function of the Palace after the Regal Union of 1603173. It is certain that Stirling 

Palace saw a huge remodelling programme commencing in the late decades of the 17th 

century174. These activities resulted in the introduction of conifer joists placed on top of the 

existing ceilings in most of the chambers, providing seating for a new layer of floorboards. The 

size, scantling and general features of these joists clearly link these building activities to work 

done in the roofs175, thus proving that Stirling Palace in these years constituted a building site 

of extraordinary scale176.  

 

 
Plate 51: The butt-end of one of the diamond-shaped 

joists. 

 

For the assessment of Stirling Palace as a historical document, it is of prime importance to ask 

to what extent these activities have changed the layout of the existing fabric. Was it merely an 

insertion of additional elements, basically using existing structures, or did it perhaps even 

involve a substantial reinterpretation of earlier Stewart work? Is it even possible to assume that 

features, which supposedly belong to the mid- 16th century, have been introduced some 150 

years later? Due to the incomplete stock of primary documents, it remains difficult to answer 

these questions unequivocally. The inspection of the joist-ends over the King’s Bed Chamber, 

however, offers at least a faint clue.  

 

                                                           
173 For the architectural history of Stirling Palace after 1603, see Gallagher/Ewart (2005), pp. 44-104 and also Gifford/Walker 
(2002), pp. 683. 
174 See NAS E36. 
175 See Kirkdale Archaeology, SPARC specialist, timbers/final/SPARC timbers Jan 04 illus/final version – all rooms on one drg various 
format / SPARC timbers. 
176 Fawcett and Gifford/Walker briefly mention the building activities of the late 17th century. The fact that the complete palace 
was given a new roof clearly shows the considerable scale of these operations. See Fawcett (1995), pp. 77-112 and 
Gifford/Walker (2002), p. 683. 
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It has already been pointed out that the wrights shaped a tenon at both ends of the joists. This 

action was done obviously in the intention to ease the construction process – the quadrangular 

tenon prevented toppling for the period in which the joist was not entirely encased by the wall. 

The existence of a tenon clearly suggests that the joist was assembled while the wall was under 

construction. It should therefore be assumed that the current position of the joists dates from 

the period in which Stirling Palace saw the raising of the east wing, hence from the years 

around 1538. Any later insertion of the principal joists would have required the chiselling of 

large wall-sockets and subsequently the more or less violent insertion of the beams. The fact 

that the wall-surfaces in the King’s Bed Chamber precisely coincide with the position of the 

tenons seems to confirm that no significant ‘to-and-fro movement’ had happened. The location 

of the joists was therefore in all probability fixed during the mid- 16th century and not as late 

as in the 1670s177.  

 

                                                           
177 It is possible to corroborate this assumption through an inspection of the joist that runs into the chimneystack. The chimney 
was raised when the joist was already in place and therefore we should not expect a tenon. 
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Plate 52: A conjectural reconstruction of the ceiling layout in the King’s Bed Chamber and the King’s Presence 

Chamber. 

 

One can also presume that moulded ribs were concealing the bottom part of these joists. Nailed 

to the bottom edge of the joists, these boards or strips are likely to have met the underside of 

decorated elements approximately 8.0 cm above the bottom edge of the joists178. Provided that 

the scar visible at the north, south, east and west-wall of the King’s Bed Chamber indeed 

defines the altitude of the moulded ribs, we can conclude that the original ceiling-package of 

this room amounted to a gross thickness of approximately 16.0 cm. It is impossible to be more 

specific on the supposed original layout of the ceiling. Although the extant substructure over 

the King’s Bed Chamber offers ideal conditions for the application of heavy decorative 

elements, such as the Stirling Heads, there is no definite evidence to prove that this was indeed 

the case. The covering boards, the missing link between the Heads and their load-bearing 

substructure are lost, and therefore it is impossible to attribute the Heads directly to any of the 

ceiling substructures at Stirling Palace – neither to the King’s Bed Chamber nor to the King’s 

Presence Chamber. 

 

Clearly, the carvers of the Heads were using nails with a shaft-diameter of around 0.5 cm, 

hence nails that can be found at the underside of the diamond-shaped joists, and there is 

certainly a theoretical possibility that these joists were carrying the Stirling Heads. The number 

of the extant roundels further strengthens this hypothesis. All known 40 roundels fit into the 

King’s Bed Chamber179, confirming that they could have adorned the most important 

individual chamber at Stirling Palace. Any reconstruction attempt is necessarily a conjectural 

one. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasise that the extant parts of the ceiling substructure 

in the King’s Bed Chamber provide a realistic option to achieve this reconstructed image in a 

very elegant and efficient way.  

 

                                                           
178 The position of any nails driven into the principal joists strongly suggests this height. 
179 Originally 40 roundels but nowadays only 38 of the original 40 examples have survived. See RCAHMS (1975), pp. 5-19. 
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4 THE CROSS-BOARD DOORS AT STIRLING PALACE 
 

The mid- 16th-century doorways at Stirling Palace belong to a type that has hardly been 

discussed in works of scholarship180. Their basic elements are two layers of timber boards, laid 

out vertically and horizontally, to which long iron hinges are attached. Large-headed nails, 

arranged in a distance of about 10.0 cm and connected diagonally by incised lines, are used to 

fix the layers to each other. These lines normally leave a rhomboid pattern on the surface of the 

external side, showing that the arrangement of nails not only has a technical but also a 

decorative function. Yet it remains the only element of ostentation, and such kinds of doors 

predominantly convey a stark utilitarian impression. The doors avoid the use of frame and 

panels and rely on long iron hinges in order to maintain their stability. Typologically, they still 

recall the door-architecture of the Middle Ages181.  

 

 
Plates 53 & 54: The cross-board door at Northfield House (Prestonpans, c.1590). 

 

Comparable features have been used abundantly in Renaissance and post-Renaissance 

Scotland, not only in the vicinity of Stirling Palace but also throughout the country182. However, 

it is not at all surprising to learn how little scholarly attention has been paid to these fine 

specimens of Scottish carpentry. Interest into historic architecture has faded since the early 

                                                           
180 No book or article describes these features in detail. McGibbon and Ross, depicting some of these doors in the Domestic and 
Castellated Architecture of Scotland, provide the only source of information on medieval and post-medieval cross-board-doors. 
The authors, however, do not discuss these features in detail but generally confine themselves to their uncommented depiction. 
181 This rule of thumb applies to the European mainland. 
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decades of the 20th century and, in this sense, studies on historic Scottish door-architecture 

provide no exception. The few existing studies, all of them written between 1881 and 1926, 

describe decorative features such as ornately carved panels, but avoid the discussion of plainer 

elements183. It remains thus very difficult to place the doorways at Stirling Palace into their 

technical and historical context184.  

 

 
Plate 55: The entrance doorway at Stirling Palace (1538). 

 

Despite their modest appearance, these plain and solid doorways are a characteristic feature 

not only at Stirling Palace but also at other Stewart residences185. Dated dendrochronologically 

to the years around 1538186, the doors have been constructed during the earliest documented 

building campaigns at Stirling Palace. Thus they not only offer important primary information 

on early Scottish building techniques, but also on Scottish court culture in the time of James V. 

Given that these doors shared the same interior with beautifully carved fittings, their modest 

design is conspicuous. Rather than delicacy and courtly sophistication, these doorways seem to 

                                                                                                                                                                         
182MacGibbon/Ross (1887-92), vol. 1, pp. 301-2, 376, 400, 459, 465, 472; vol. 2, pp. 157, 178. 363, 368, 380, 445, 495, 509, 535, 974; 
vol. 3, pp. 375, 409, 435, 481, 485, 542, 609, 612, 617; vol. 4, pp. 8, 71, 98, 110, 129, 155, 169, 175, 180, 202, 221, 229, 346, 401, 451, 
456-7, 479, 802, 808.    
183 See for instance Reid (1881/2), Shiell (1886) and Richardson (1926). All these authors describe carved panels. 
184 Pictorial depictions by MacGibbon/Ross offer the only possibility to analyse the doors in context. See the entries mentioned 
in footnote 176. 
185 For instance at Falkland Palace. See Dunbar (1999), p. 129. 
186 Crone (2005), pp. 5-9. 
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emphasise the term security – an impression conveyed not only by their sturdy construction 

and solid hinges, but also by the fact that it is impossible to lift them out. They are movable 

elements of the wall that has been built around them. At Stirling Palace, these doorways appear 

in external and internal passages, linking the courtyard with the Palace and connecting the 

private lodgings of the king and the queen. With the exception of few modern features, all 

doors at Stirling Palace belong to the building campaigns associated with James V. 

 

 
Plate 56: The hinge and door lintel at the entrance gate. 

 

Assessing the external entrance gate, we instantly notice that the removal of that door would 

require either the demolishing of the wall or the destruction of the door wing. The door, which 

leads into the antechamber of the long gallery, is devoid of a lock seam and fits neatly into a 

recess at the wall. Significantly, the height of the hinges exceeds the space between their upper 

face and the bottom of the door lintel by almost 5.0 cm. It is thus impossible to lift out the door 

and consequently it must have been inserted while the wall was under construction. The 

security aspect is evident, a fact that is also emphasised by the nature of devices employed to 

bolt the entrance. The doorway at Stirling Palace uses iron lockers, which are nailed to the 

interior surface. In addition, it employs a wooden bar that crosses the entire width of the 

entrance before piercing into the opposite wall. Structurally, the door follows the construction 

principles already outlined. Exposing vertically arranged oak-boards at its exterior side, the 

door shows a comparatively ‘rough’ design on the side facing the interior. No obvious attempt 
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has been made to embellish this surface. A faint attempt of decoration can be noted only on the 

external surface where neatly incised lines connect the nail heads.  

Both size and weight of the entrance doorway are remarkable and leave the beholder puzzling 

whether this also expresses an element of security. Measuring 2.30 by 2.25 m, the gate weights 

more than 300 kg187. Certainly, it would have been possible to construct it as a double-winged 

door, but this solution would have been less advantageous in terms of fortification, meaning 

that three comparatively weak conjunctions had to be defended rather than just two.  

 

Plates 57 & 58: The entrance doorway at Stirling Palace (1538). 

 

Yet the question of size is also interesting under a different aspect. The Stewart residences are 

marked by a strictly regularized order of rooms, seeing the proportions of rooms changing 

according to the importance of the chamber. At Stirling Palace, diminishing size and increasing 

intimacy is associated with growing prestige, culminating in the two bed chambers as the two 

most prominent and intimate rooms188. A similar system of order applies to the size of doors. 

While the entrance door shows a size of 2.30 x 2.25 m are the interior doorways distinctively 

smaller. The doors in the Guards Halls of the north- and south range develop in a dimension of 

1.875 x 2.25 m, whereas the doors in the two Presence Chambers measure 1.50 x 1.875 m. The 

door between the King’s Bed Chamber and the Closet, finally, has a dimension of 1.00 x 1.80 m. 

It is important to note that distinction is exclusively expressed by means of size; stylistically all 

doors closely resemble the entrance gate. 

 

                                                           
187 An oak door measuring 2.20x2.26x0.06 metres has a volume of 0.29 m³. The specific gravity weight of oak varies between 930 
and 1280 kg/m³. For the specific gravity of timber, see http://susi.e-technik.uni-
ulm.de:8080/Meyers2/seite/werk/Meyers/band/8/seite/0670/meyers_b8_s0670.html, accessed 14.11.2006. 
188 Dunbar (1999), p. 153. 
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The door between the King’s Guards Hall and the King’s Presence Chamber offers a good 

example to describe their construction process. Matching nine horizontally arranged boards 

with six vertical deals, the doorway uses dovetailed joints, pegs and iron nails as fixing 

elements. Pegs, employed to connect the horizontal boards189, are essential in order to achieve 

stability during this first stage of construction. Importantly, two of the horizontally arranged 

boards possess dovetailed laps. These dovetails bite into notches, which had been cut into the 

back surface of the outward vertical board. Hence, the package has gained sufficient rigidity for 

the second stage of construction. This step saw the package turned on its back and the vertical 

boards laid out on its surface. Nails driven through the vertical boards into the horizontal layer 

completed the assemblage of the inner and outer layer. Subsequently, the wrights attached the 

hinges and dropped them onto iron tenons that already had been driven into the wall. The 

setting of the lintel finally concluded the construction of the door, leaving it to the masons to 

continue the erection of the wall. 

 

Plates 59 & 60: The doorway between the King’s Guards Hall and the King’s Presence Chamber. 

 

It is remarkable to find doors of such simplicity within one of the most prominent palaces of 

Renaissance Scotland. Yet the doorways doubtlessly belong to the mid- 16th-century 

construction stages190 and thus prove their co-existence with specimen of carpentry marked by 

consistently more delicacy. These framed and panelled features not only appeared in the 

                                                           
189 Personal inspection by the author. The pegs are set in distances of approximately 0.15 m and show a diameter of 
approximately 0.005 m. 
190 The height of the door wing between the King’s Guards Hall and the King’s Presence Chamber does not conform with the 
height of its passageway. The door is shorter and shows at its foot a gap of approximately 10 cm. Yet this is due to later 
refurbishment and does not indicate removal of that door. 
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wainscoting and the ceilings at Stirling Palace, but also in beautifully carved doors and 

aumbries extant in the vicinity of Stirling191. Consequently, it is not due to limited knowledge 

on side of the craftsmen that the original doors at Stirling convey such a crude image. 

 

Cross-board doors were not only employed in the Stewart Residences but also in lesser 

buildings. Northfield House (Prestonpans), erected some 50 years after Stirling Palace, 

possesses doorways that closely resemble those at Stirling. The wrights at Prestonpans 

certainly drew on an established tradition, using a feature that was in all probability widely 

employed in Scotland by the late 16th century. Whether this tradition was established at the 

buildings erected for the Stewart court or goes back even to earlier times needs to be further 

investigated. Yet it is clear that both style and technology of these 16th-century192 doorways are 

medieval rather than Renaissance – something that is perhaps not so surprising, given the 

chivalric ambitions of James IV and his peers193.  

 

                                                           
191 For a selection of framed and panelled early Scottish doors, see Richardson (1926). 
192 For a distribution of cross-board doors in Scotland, see MacGibbon/Ross (1887-92). 
193 Glendinning/MacKechnie/MacInnes (1995), pp. 6-7. 
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5 THE WEST RANGE AT STIRLING PALACE 
 

Stirling Palace appears to be a homogenous building at the first glance. Yet it consists of three 

individual compartments which are characterised by differing levels of architectural 

sophistication. While the northern, eastern and south-eastern parts of the quadrangle show a 

very ambitious architectural programme, encompassing skilfully executed carvings, fine ashlar 

masonry and generously sized windows, the architectural expression in its south-western and 

western ranges differs significantly. Here the details are more crude and convey a utilitarian 

impression194. This diminishing architectural grandeur is doubtlessly related to the problem of 

accessibility, namely to the geography of the site and to the orientation of the Palace within the 

compound of Stirling Castle. Towering over massive layers of bedrock, the Palace occupies the 

south-western corner of the castle. This arrangement essentially leaves only its northern-, 

eastern- and south-eastern ranges exposed to public life. Both the west-quarter and the Prince’s 

Tower are less prominently located and hardly required any outstanding degree of 

architectural ornamentation. 

 

 

The western and south-western ranges of Stirling Palace should be considered as building 

components that combined two principal functions. Firstly, they provided access to the private 

chambers of the king and the queen, and secondly, they connected these rooms to the 

surrounding open landscape.  

 

                                                           
194 It is here not necessary to delve too deeply into a discussion of architectural details, but it should be mentioned that the 
west-quarter at Stirling does not use regularly squared ashlar blocks. Instead it uses irregular masonry composed of sandstone 
and bedrock. The façade is not adored by carved details and does not show any carefully arranged pattern of apertures. 
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Plate 61: The western elevation at Stirling Palace in 2006. 

 

This dual purpose defines the west range as a zone that served a vital role within the Palace. 

Not only did it shield the royal chambers against the unprotected south-west flank of the castle, 

but it also provided a natural location for amenities, such as stairs, kitchens, storages, offices 

and viewing platforms195. At its ground floor level, Stirling Palace comprises a number of 

chambers that may be attributed to such utilitarian purposes. It remains unclear whether a 

similar sequence of service rooms existed at the upper levels of the Palace, possibly jutting out 

beyond its extent western parts. It is likely that this was the case, because some of the blocked 

apertures in the west facade can be interpreted as doors. However, recent archaeological 

fieldwork did not confirm foundations of demolished buildings and hence concluded that no 

substantial stone structures existed beyond the current boundaries of the west quarter196. Thus 

it is intriguing to discuss the original appearance of the West Range in terms of timber studies, 

asking whether such structures may have taken the shape of half-timbered buildings or 

wooden galleries. This hypothesis is supported by the existence of features that are 

interpretable as filled socket holes. 

  

Wooden buildings are rarely associated with Scottish historic architecture but this is a 

contemporary view of a debatable merit. The cities and villages of medieval Scotland indeed 

                                                           
195 For utility rooms in the Stewart residences, see Dunbar (1999), pp. 182-210. 
196 Personal communication with Gordon Ewart and Dave Murray. 
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prominently featured timber buildings197, and, to a limited extent, this was also true for 

castellated architecture198. By no means should it be categorically denied that either complete 

wooden buildings or wooden building-parts may have been used by the Stewart court. Stirling 

Palace, for instance, exposes the remains of a half-timbered wall in the ceiling over the King’s 

Bed Chamber and there also exists an abundance of early documents that testify the purchase 

and transportation of timber199. Several entries in the Accounts of the Masters of Work and in the 

Treasurer Accounts specifically refer to wooden galleries, for instance in the case of Holyrood 

Palace and Stirling Castle200. Both buildings, however, do not show any original external timber 

features, and it is thus difficult to interpret this data in an unequivocal way. 

 

This ambiguity vividly illustrates the fundamental problem associated with using the records 

compiled by the Masters of Work and the Lord High Treasurers of Scotland. These documents 

are a credible testimony for the existence of certain architectural features, but they often do not 

tell us about their actual location and specific appearance. Equally problematic is the analysis 

of historical maps and early architectural depictions. This genre seems to have appeared 

relatively late in Scotland201, and the number of the surviving examples is scarce. With regard 

to the West Range of Stirling Palace, the works of Timothy Pont (c.1590), Johannes Vosterman 

(c.1670), John Slezer (c.1690), as well as the military surveys compiled by Theodore Dury, 

Thomas Moore and John Laye between 1708 and 1729, cover the crucial period between c.1500 

and c.1750202.  

 

The architectural depictions of Stirling Palace produced by Pont and Vosterman are too sketchy 

to be used as credible primary data. To a certain degree, they appear to be an idealised image of 

an enchanting palace rather than based on the reality203. A more accurate approach can be seen 

in the work of Slezer, Dury, Moore and Lay, but this was unfortunately produced after Stirling 

                                                           
197 For medieval and post-medieval timber architecture of Scotland, see Smout (1962), p. 24; Davies/Walker/Pendlebury (2002), 
pp. 14-23 and Stell (2004), pp. 22-4. 
198 Yeoman (1984); Zeune (1992), pp. 119-20; Davies/Walker/Pendlebury (2002), p. 21. 
199 It would go beyond the scope of this paper to specify all historic documents related to timber transportation. It is sufficient 
to say that all published volumes of the Accounts of the Masters of Work and the Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of Scotland 
contain such entries. 
200 For wooden galleries, see for instance Balfour Paul (1901), p. 384; Balfour Paul (1902), p. 276 and 378; Balfour Paul (1908), p. 
47 and McInnes/Murray (1978), pp. 149-50. 
201 The earliest extant depictions of buildings appear in the maps drawn by Timothy Pont between 1580 and 1596. The earliest 
preserved Scottish working drawing was produced by John Mylne in 1663, showing the floorplan of Holyrood House. For this 
drawing, see Mylne (1893), p. 148. 
202 For Pont, see Stone (1989); for Slezer, see Cavers (1993); for Vosterman, see RCHMS, STD/176/5/PO; for Dury, Moore and 
Laye, see www.nls.uk/maps/military/county/cfm?keyword0Stirlingshire, accessed 26.3.2007. 
203 I am indebted to Ruxandra Stoica for that information. 
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Palace had been subjected to significant alterations and thus lacks crucial information on the 

original appearance of the Palace204.  

 

 

 

Plates 62 & 63: Stirling (right) and central Scotland in a map by Timothy Pont (c.1580). 

 

Nevertheless, the drawings by Timothy Pont and Johannes Vosterman must not be neglected 

and should be analysed as a supplement to information compiled in original documents. Pont’s 

image of the Stewart stronghold at Stirling appears as part of a map in which he covers central 

Scotland205. He interprets Stirling Castle as a symmetrical multi-towered feature, characterised 

by a strong emphasis on vertical lines. Pont obviously depicted the south elevation of Stirling 

Castle, showing the forework at its centre and the Elphinstone Tower at its eastern corner. The 

area west of the forework is occupied by a stately building, which, despite of the crude 

detailing, can be identified as the Palace. At its western corner this structure is flanked by a 

massive tower – a feature that, in this very location, does not exist nowadays. 

 

It is tempting to ask whether Pont was drawing the Prince’s Tower, either confusing or 

manipulating its real location, or indeed depicted a corner tower that was dismantled at some 

later stage. If the latter was the case, this must have happened in the years between c.1590 and 

                                                           
204 The scale of these operations has been discussed extensively in chapters 2.2 and 3.4 of this report. 
205 For the map entitled Pont 32, see Stone (1989), pp. 162-8. 
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c.1670, since two late 17th-century artists, Johannes Vosterman and John Slezer206, were 

showing Stirling Castle without such a tower.  

 

Plate 64: Stirling and Stirling Castle in a painting by Johannes Vosterman (c.1674). 

 

Vosterman clearly depicted the south-western corner of Stirling Palace as being awkwardly 

open, identifying it as a group of separate buildings of more or less equal height. This 

agglomeration is responding to a forework that consists of four circular towers covered by 

cone-shaped roofs. Vosterman does not emphasise the corner-tower theme at all. Compared to 

Pont, he expresses an entirely different idea of castellated architecture. Now, one should ask 

whether both artists had really the same building on mind while they were drawing. 

Vosterman did not depict such a strong image as a tower-enforced south-west corner. It seems, 

therefore, more likely that Stirling Palace was devoid of such a feature when Johannes 

Vosterman set out to painting Stirling Castle. 

 

Apart from the question as to what extent Pont and Vosterman drew idealised versions of 

Stirling207, it is reasonable to state that both artists may have drawn what they actually saw. An 

                                                           
206 Johannes Vosterman (1643-99) was a court artist to King Charles II. His highly idealised painting Stirling, which shows the 
south view of town and castle, was painted around 1674. For the dating of this painting, see RCAHMS, STD/176/5/PO. John 
Slezer (1669-1717) depicted Stirling Castle in different perspectives in the context of his Theatrum Scotiae. For these plates, see 
Cavers (1993), pp. 22-5. 
207 John Slezer has shown the same view of the castle some 20 years later in one of his plates produced for the Theatrum Scotiae. 
Interestingly, his capture of the scenery differs in significant aspects from that done by Vosterman. Both artists show Stirling 
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entry in the Accounts of the Masters of Works, dating from 7 May 1583, suggests considerable 

building activities related to the western edge of Stirling Castle. Talking about “(…) the 

westqwarter thairof to be all tane downe to the grownd thane to big and beild the same up 

agane in the maist plesand maner that can be dewyssit (…),” this entry clearly emphasises that 

the West Range received significant refurbishment in the years around 1583, thus proving that 

the Palace could have changed its appearance in the period between 1583 and 1674208.  

 

Does this mean that the entire west quarter of Stirling Palace was completely dismantled (tane 

downe to the grownd), enlarged (to big) and rebuilt “(…) in the maist plesand maner” in this 

time? It is difficult to answer this question, because virtually none of the edifices at Stirling 

Castle shows a more complex history than the west-range of the Palace. Crammed between 

buildings erected by James IV209, and partly using existing fabric210, the West Range seems to 

have initially formed a “backyard” to the Palace, perhaps a compromise rather than a carefully 

conceived piece of architecture. The abovementioned entry confirms this impression when 

reading “(…) the sitwatioun thairof [at Stirling Castle] is nocht gwid nor plesand in respect 

thair can na plesand sycht be had (…)” and it describes “(…) the rwif [of the west-quarter] (…) 

all brokin and fallan downe (…)211.  

 

It was thus in 1583 that re-roofing of the west-quarter took place, and it was intended to create 

a viewing platform and a terrace in order to exploit the gorgeous geographical situation212.   

Such a gallery was not depicted in the surveys produced by John Slezer and Theodore Dury in 

the late 17th and early 18th centuries. Yet Dury’s ground plan of Stirling Castle shows 

apertures leading to the area immediately south and west of the Palace. It can therefore be 

concluded that the items specified in 1583 in the Accounts of the Masters of Works indeed refer 

to a terrace and a gallery of unknown appearance. It is likely that this gallery was of 

                                                                                                                                                                         

Castle, the Royal hunting grounds and the principal buildings of Stirling. While both authors depict the latter in an almost 
identical way, they markedly differ in the case of the castle. 
208 Paton (1957), p. 310. 
209 For building sequence at Stirling Castle concerning the Old King’s Hall and the Southern Defences, see Dunbar (1999), pp. 
41-2. 
210 For the dating of the West Range, see Kirkdale Archaeology, Stirling Castle Phase IV – Palace, Vault Level Plan; Principal Level 
Plan; Mezzanine Level Plan; Upper Level Plan, 2006. 
211 Paton (1957), p. 310. 
212 “(…) quhilk qwarter of the said paleys is the best and maist plesand sitwatioune off any of his hienes palayes be ressone it 
will have the maist plesand sycht of all the foure airthis, in speciall perk and gairdin, deir thairin, up the rawerais of For the, 
Teyth, Allone, and Gwddy to Lochlomwnd, ane sycht rownd about in all pairtis and downe the rewear of Forth quhair thair 
standis many greit stane howssis providing thair be ane fair gallery beildit on the ane syd of the said work with ane tarras on 
the uther side of the said work, and this foirsaid gallerie and tarras to be beildit and bigit upone the heich pairtis off the 
foresaid work.” See Paton (1957), p. 311. 
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comparatively small scale, as termed “littill galrie” in an entry in 1625 when describing that 

feature attached to “(…) the west quarter of the new wark (…)213.”  

 

Plates 65 & 66: Stirling Palace and Stirling Castle in measured surveys by Theodore Dury (c.1708) and Historic 

Scotland (2006). 

 

It remains entirely unclear whether such a gallery was supported by wooden posts. Recent 

archaeological excavation has not confirmed postholes or any other kind of foundation214. Thus 

the gallery was either strutted against the west-wall – resembling the wooden fighting-

platforms at Threave Castle, Hermitage Castle or Stokesay Castle215, or the foundation was 

destroyed when the terrace was turned into a gun platform during the late 17th century216.  

 

Filled socket-holes exist at the principal floor level underneath two blocked doors. These putt 

holes testify the original location of the gallery, showing that it was not wider than roughly 8.00 

metres. The gallery must have been constructed of oak and slates, since this material was re-

                                                           
213 Imrie/Dunbar (1982), p. 182. 
214 Personal communication with Gordon Ewart and Dave Murray. Geoffrey Stell and Peter Yeoman have discussed the 
construction of timber foundations in Scottish historic architecture. Stell was describing the practice of using horizontal logs 
(so-called branders) as a foundation for stone buildings. Yeoman referred to vertical piles customarily employed as foundations 
for medieval timber halls. It is impossible to confirm any of these techniques for the west-quarter at Stirling Palace, but none of 
both methods should be ruled out. For timber foundations in Scottish architecture, see Stell (1984) and Yeoman (1984). 
215 Tabraham (2000), p. 22 and 47. Stokesay Castle in England provides a fine example for a castellated structure using a half-
timbered storey on its top 
216 See Kirkdale Archaeology, Stirling Castle Phase IV – Palace, Phase II; III; IV; V; VI; VII; VIII; IX; X, XI, 2006. 
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used in a refurbishment of the Great Hall at Stirling Castle217. This undertaking arguably took 

place around 1625 when the west-quarter of the Palace was in a very poor condition218. Taking 

the exposed location and the frequency of rain and heavy gales into account, it is easy to 

understand that the gallery at the west-quarter was extant for no longer than approximately 50 

years.  

 

 
Plate 67: The West Range at Stirling Palace (2006). 

 

Further building activities at the west range of Stirling Palace resulted in raising the wall to 

apex-level and the re-construction of the north-west gable in a new position further 

westwards219. The structural composition of the lean-to roof and the purlin roof over the west-

quarter very clearly reflect this development. It was at this juncture that the vast majority of the 

timber used in the attic of Stirling Palace was purchased. These activities are attributable to the 

years around 1700, emphasising the comprehensive nature of building operations at Stirling 

Palace in this time.  

 

                                                           
217 Imrie/ Dunbar (1982), p. 182. 
218 For the poor state of the edifices at Stirling Castle in 1625, see Masson (1896), pp. 705-6. 
219 A site inspection with Dennis Gallagher and Dave Murray on 20 February 2007 has shown that two of the crowsteps at the 
northern side of the NW-gable have been arranged in an awkward position, exposing open notches that do not run parallel 
with the roof covering. 
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Plate 68: The raised wall-screen over the west-quarter and 

its conjunction with the SW-gable. 

 

 

 
Plate 69: The open scar at the northern side of the 

NE-gable.  
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6 CONCLUSION 
 

Within the Scottish architectural landscape, Stirling Palace is widely regarded as the clearest 

manifestation of French Renaissance influence220. Matched perhaps only by the south façade of 

Falkland Palace, its carved stonework is often taken as the pinnacle of Scottish Renaissance 

architecture. This sophistication is usually attributed to the work of French craftsmen, such as 

Mogin Martin, Nicholas Roy and John Roytell221. A survey of its extant timber features, 

however, shows that the carpentry at Stirling Palace is less conspicuously affected by European 

design ideas; only the carved roundels known as the Stirling Heads are visibly inspired by 

contemporary European taste. The current roof architecture does certainly not show any 

notable continental influence and this is also true for the design of the doors. These details 

convey a strong regional tradition and clearly signify their rooting in the architecture of 

medieval and contemporary Scotland222.  

 

Both doors and roofs expose details that can widely be found in Scotland from the Middle Ages 

until the late 19th century. This is true for the cross-board doors, which, at Stirling, combine 

security aspects with requirements of decoration. It goes equally well for the rafter single roofs 

that cover almost the entire Palace with either single- or double-collared trusses. But while the 

doors belong to the building campaigns associated with James V’, the roofs date from activities 

that happened some 150 years later under the governship of the Earl of Mar. Thus the doors 

and roofs at Stirling Palace are tangible proof of the two principal construction periods that 

arguably shaped the Palace as it can be seen nowadays. The character of these operations, 

however, remains somehow obscure, and it is not entirely clear what exactly had been done at 

what juncture. 

 

There is a good chance to understand the individual history of buildings through the 

observation of its structural timber features. Thomas Eißing has proved this by examining a 

number of churches in eastern Germany where the characteristic details of material and joining 

techniques are easily attributable to certain building stages223. Using dendrochronology, Eissing 

                                                           
220 Dunbar (1999), pp. 52-5. 
221 See for instance Dunbar (1999), p. 52 and Gifford/Walker (2002), p. 683. 
222 While the work of Hewett, Smith, Yeomans and Brunskill convincingly shows that 16th century English roof-carpentry 
made prominent use of purlins, do recent studies by Ruddock, Crone/Grieve/Moore/Perry and Hanke clearly demonstrate that 
the post-medieval architecture of East and Central Scotland generally refrained from using longitudinally arranged members. 
For details, see Hewett (1985), figs. 11, 28-9, 31-3, 35-8, 41-8, 50-68, 71-94, 96-7, 99-101, 121, 125-6, 129-30, 143; Smith (1957); 
Brunskill (2000), pp. 78-85; Yeomans (2003), pp. 27-8; Ruddock (1995); Crone/Grieve/Moore/Perry (2004) and Hanke (2006). 
223 Eissing (1996). 
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was able to establish the exact construction history of almost all buildings under consideration. 

At Stirling Palace a similar attempt has been successful only in the case of the oak timbers 

employed at the principal floor, the Prince’s Tower and in the attic, attributing them to felling 

campaigns undertaken in 1501, 1505, 1538/9, 1591/2 and 1592/3224. This dendrochronological 

research has offered valuable insights into trade relations and building culture of 16th-century 

Scotland225, but it did not entirely succeed to illuminate the exact construction sequence at 

Stirling Palace. Rather than suggesting a clearly defined chronology of building activities, it 

demonstrates that the builders at Stirling used a technique of recycling and stockpiling and 

scattered material of different provenance and date throughout the Palace226. Thus the results 

cannot be interpreted unequivocally, and it should not be assumed that the different felling 

dates necessarily represent individual construction stages227.  

 

Yet this dendrochronological analysis strongly indicates that the Stirling Heads, the original 

doors on the principal floor and the majority of the ceiling-joists had been all constructed by 

using timber that was felled towards the middle of the 16th century228. Thus these features can 

be safely attributed to the building operations that commenced shortly after James V return 

from France in 1537, and it is likely that the items mentioned were under construction in the 

months and weeks after 1538229. An equally precise assessment cannot be ventured in the case 

of the roofs, because, due to the lack of master chronologies, the dendrochronological analysis 

of conifers is still impossible in Scotland230.  

 

The composition of the roofs does not show foreign elements but represents in an almost 

perfect way indigenous Scottish timber construction of the late 17th and early 18th centuries. 

No trace of the original 16th-century roof construction is ascertainable and, due to the 

incomplete stock of primary documents, it is not possible to say when exactly the erection of 

the pine roofs at Stirling Palace happened. Stylistic and circumstantial evidence, however, 

points to an erection date between c.1670 and c.1720. It is evident that the carpenters were using 

similar material throughout the attic and it seems that this material was purchased more or less 

                                                           
224 Crone (2005), pp. 3-5. 
225 Crone/Fawcett (1998). 
226 Crone (2005), p. 3 and 10-2. 
227 The north and south ranges of the Palace provide a telling example for that phenomenon; comprising timbers that were 
felled in 1538/9 together with material that dates from 1500/1. 
228 Crone (2005), pp. 5-9. 
229 For the problem of stockpiling, see Eissing (2004) and Crone (2005), pp. 9-10. 
230 For this problem, see Crone/Mills (2002), pp. 792-3. It should be mentioned that Anne Crone is currently creating pine 
chronologies and it is hoped that these will be available in due course. 
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in a lump in the same period. Thus the present roof architecture at Stirling Palace shows that 

the building was subject to at least one large-scale building operation, which was by no means 

limited to minor alterations at second floor level. The entire quadrangle of the Palace had been 

re-roofed at some stage – indicating that its attics and upper floors must have been exposed to 

the weather for a significant period of time. 

 

From historical accounts it is evident that the last decades of the 17th century saw a huge 

program of work being undertaken at Stirling Palace231. It is necessary to ask whether the 

quadrangle was just re-roofed in this time, or whether this work involved a ‘reworking’ of the 

entire architecture. Is it even possible to assume that the current profile of the edifice represents 

the solution of the early 18th century rather than that of the 1540s?232 Further research is 

required to solve this problem. This endeavour should involve a comprehensive inspection of 

the external gable walls, focusing on the question whether the details of masonry suggest a 

remodelling of the façade either heightening or shortening. A second range of in situ 

investigations should centre on the open ceiling substructures over the principal floor, notably 

over those in the Bed- and Presence Chambers of the King and the Queen, because these 

features held the key to the hitherto unsolved problem of the Stirling Heads.  

Given the eminent art-historical significance of these roundels, it is essential to reconsider the 

primary evidence as offered by the joists, and it is thus recommended to record in great detail 

their extant nail pattern. 

 

John Fitchen uses the term of the Two Cultures when he expresses the phenomenon that 

architectural form is often determined by factors “(…) too complex, too esoteric to be grasped 

and comprehensively recorded by those who deal in words rather than in brick and mortar.”233 

Thus, as he concludes, it is of predominant importance to understand the practises of building 

construction and to add this particular perspective of the expert artisan to the perception of 

historic architecture. Stirling Palace provides an excellent example for the relevance of this 

approach, showing that the puzzling ceiling architecture at the King’s Bed Chamber cannot be 

                                                           
231 See NAS E36/31. 
232 The comparison of two works of art by Johannes Vosterman and John Slezer shows that this question is indeed a case in 
point. Vosterman, who was court artist to King Charles II, produced in the years around 1670 a highly idealised painting of 
Stirling. This shows the south view of town and castle as well as the royal hunting grounds. John Slezer covered more or less 
the same view some 20 years later in the context of his Theatrum Scotiae. While both authors depict the principal buildings of 
Stirling in an almost identical way, they distinctively differ in the case of the castle. Taking the forework as a scale, it is evident 
that the buildings depicted by Vosterman are higher than those shown by Slezer. For Vosterman’s painting, see Fawcett (1999), 
pp. 20-1; for Slezer’s drawing, see RCAHMS, STD/156/158. 
233 Fitchen (1986), p. 16. 
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understood without the consideration of technical problems. This ceiling differs from all other 

known Scottish contemporary ceilings, not only through the diamond-shaped principal joists 

and the diagonal arrangement of struts but in particular through its double-character. Ceilings 

of this type considerably ease the construction process, because they permit the prefabrication 

of coffered ceiling-elements and thus ensure a maximum of accuracy. This aspect is of highest 

relevance because it invites us to connect the problem of the King’s Bed Chamber ceiling with 

the uncertain location of the Stirling Heads. The in situ inspection of the King’s Bed Chamber 

therefore needs to be undertaken in order to find any visible nail-pattern so as to justify the 

attribution of the Stirling Heads to its ceiling-joists. The same effort should be made in regard 

to the ceilings over the two Presence Chambers. Here it is important to clarify whether large-

sectioned pre-industrial nails or nail holes suggest the former existence of heavy coffered 

elements in the bottom zone of the joists. It should be concluded that these joists were 

suspending comparatively light elements rather than the heavy Stirling Heads if fixings of that 

nature cannot be ascertained. 

 

The inaccessibility of all relevant parts of the ceilings in the appropriate closeness makes it 

difficult to draw this far-reaching conclusion. Yet it has shown that the contemporary accounts 

on the Stirling Heads are indefinite and fail to provide an unambiguous picture of Stirling 

Palace and its ceiling architecture. Challenging the popular notion that the Heads were located 

in the King’s Presence Chamber, this study has sketched an alternative hypothesis, which waits 

to be scrutinised for future confirmation or repudiation.  

 

Physical evidence is doubtlessly the most incorruptible witness to architectural development234. 

A systematic depiction of technical and material details at Stirling Palace would provide a 

considerable boost to the creation of an Archive of Building Features that is so desperately 

needed in Scotland235. Seen from this angle, it is evident that not only the ruined abbeys and 

                                                           
234 Christopher Smout touches on this point when he calls for a certain caution to be adopted in the interpretation of historical 
documents. Referring to customs records, he considers it dangerous to “(…) cull out statistics about these and other matters 
(…)” because “(…) customs books of the seventeenth century were designed merely as a record of dues paid to the Crown, and 
were not meant (…) as a mirror of commercial trends (…).” The same potential of fallibility applies to almost all other types of 
medieval and post-medieval records. Who, for instance, can really dare to be sure that John Macky had unlimited access to all 
chambers of Stirling Palace? For the reliability of custom records, see Smout (1962), p. 32. 
235 It is here appropriate to recall Geoffrey Stell’s urge for research into the basics of building construction, announced in 1992 in 
his article on medieval timber construction in Scotland. An Archive of Building Features exists in Thierhaupten in Germany. 
Supervised by the Bavarian Landesamt für Denkmalpflege (Bavarian Department of Conservation), a systematic gathering of 
information on historic building materials- and techniques has been conducted at the Bauarchiv Thierhaupten since 1995. For 
Stell’s assessment of the Scottish state of knowledge, see Stell (1992), p. 79. It needs to be emphasised that Scotland saw a 
number of studies in the past 15 years that significantly improved the understanding of material aspects of historic Scottish 
architecture. In particular, the work of Anne Crone, Coralie M. Mills, Richard Fawcett and Bruce Walker needs to be appraised 
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cathedrals of Scotland but also the palaces of the Stewart kings offer an enormous potential for 

future research. 

                                                                                                                                                                         

in this context. See, for instance, Crone (1998); Crone/Fawcett (1998); Crone/Mills (2002, 2003); Mills (2000, 2002); Fawcett (2002) 
and Walker (2006). 
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APPENDIX: JOISTS IN THE KING’S PRESENCE CHAMBER 
 

                                                           
236 Denotation according to Kirkdale Archaeology [SPARC Ceilings/SPARC specialist, timbers/final/Sparc timbers Jan 04 
illus/final version – all rooms on one drg various format/SPARC timbers]. 
237 Measurements undertaken by Kirkdale Archaeology. See SPARC Ceilings\timber Autocad and scans\CAD\king's 
presence. 
238 Measurements undertaken by Thorsten Hanke on 13 March 2007. The level 0.00 lies 1.015 metres underneath the western 
bottom corner of the door lintel between the King’s Guard Hall and the King’s Presence Chamber. The first figure refers to the 
altitude of joists (measuring the bottom-surface) at the western conjunction of joist and wall, whereas the second figure denotes 
the height at the corresponding eastern wall. 

  

Denotation of member236 Dimension (w x h) in cm237 Material Type Height in relation 

to a level 0.00238 

U03.5.047/U09.5.001 ( = P03.6.001) 18.1 X 21.9 Oak A 486.5/4.89 

U03.5.057/U09.5.008 ? X 20.3 Oak A 4.96/4.80 

U03.5.061/U09.5.011 26.1 X 27.3 Oak A 4.98/4.98 

U10.5.006/U10.5006 15.8 X 18.6 Oak A 4.98/4.92 

U10.5.007 

U10.5.007 

10.2 X 17.2 Oak A 5.01/4.98 

U10.5.008/U10.5.008 25.9 X 28.3 Oak A 4.95/5.05 

U10.5.008 

U10.5.008 

? Oak A 5.02/5.05 

U03.5.052/U09.5.004 ? Oak B 4.92/4.84 

U03.5.052 

U09.5.004 

? Oak B 4.92/4.84 

U03.5.059 

U09.5.010 

? Oak B 5.06/5.03 

U03.5.063 

U09.5.013 

? Oak B 5.04/5.11 

U10.5.010 

U10.5.010 

? Oak B 5.10/5.10 

U10.5.011 

U10.5.011-s 

? Oak B 5.05/5.14 

U10.5.012 

U10.5.012-s 

? Oak B 5.03/5.13 

U10.5.013 

NNKPC 

? Oak B 5.08/5.15 
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